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Christ University, formerly Christ College (Autonomous) affiliated to Bengaluru.
University was established in July 1969.
It became one of the most preferred educational institution in the city of Bengaluru within the first three decades.
From 1990 onwards, it has scaled greater heights. With the introduction of innovative and modern curricula, insistence on academic discipline, imparting
of Holistic Education, a team of creative
and dedicated staff, the institution has
been continually rated among the top
10 educational institutions of the country.
On May 20, 2005, it became the first
College in South India to be reaccredited with A+ by NAAC. UGC identified it
as an Institution with Potential for Excellence in June 2006. On July 22, 2008,
a glorious day in the history of the institution, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Union Government of India, under Section 3 of the UGC Act,
1956, approved a Deemed to be University in the name and style of Christ university.
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Kengeri Campus is a lush green land of
75 acres situated about 25 kilometers
away from the Main Campus, 10 kilometers away from the Bengaluru University. This modern campus with play
grounds and other sportive facilities is
the hub of other educational institutions like
Christ PU College – Residential, Christ
University Faculty of Engineering and
Institute of Management, Christ University (the Institute of Management). The
institute offers two year full time MBA
program in HR, General Management,
Finance, Marketing and Lean Operations
& Systems.
The University has bagged The Best
Campus Award instituted by the Bengaluru Urban Art Commission for the past
several years in a row. Well-maintained
gardens and buildings, libraries, airconditioned seminar halls, panel room,
conference hall, assembly hall, auditorium, health club, kiosk, hostels and all
the requirements of an institute of
higher learning are the unique features
of our University.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Christites,
Christ Cameo has made some remarkable strides in the past and continues to do so with this issue yet again. This issue also marks the transcending of the Christ Cameo from a newsletter into a comprehensive
magazine. The evidence of this significant transformation is seen in
every page. Every section provides a vibrant read. The efforts of students from various specializations in gathering academic and corporate insights in the field of management are commendable.
Creativity and change are two elements that constantly feature in this
issue. It is impossible to gauge the limits of creativity and it is impossible
to define the extent to which it can be explored. Quoting Eric Jerome
Dickey, a popular novelist, “It’s like asking a bird, ‘How do you fly?’.
You just do.”
Christites should take this message to constantly explore their potentials. Let Christ Cameo form the voice which articulates this potential.
We progress united in this effort. Wishing many more such attempts
and rewarding endeavors!
Fr. Thomas
Director
Institute of Management, Christ University
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

My experiences with the Christ Cameo team within my short tenure at the Institute of Management have been refreshing. The ambitious project of publishing Christ Cameo as an all-inclusive magazine was accepted gracefully by
both the faculty and students.

The amount of detail and effort that has gone into inking every word of this
magazine is truly commendable. Students from various streams have made
their contributions. New ideas, articles, essays and interview scripts collected
from across the academic fraternity and corporate contacts have been compiled into this magazine.
The learning obtained throughout this journey has been immense. Fostering
healthy creativity, the students and faculty alike have built up their hunger for
more knowledge. It has been a process of learning and re-learning throughout.
I take this occasion to express my hearty congratulations to the Christ Cameo
Team, and all those who have made significant contributions for this issue.
Hope this issue will provide an important stepping stone for all of us to progress
in the field of management education. And I am confident that the growth in
the potential of the students will only be exponential. Good luck!
Dr. Suniti Phadke
Dean
Institute of Management, Christ University
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Centre for Case Research and Development (CCRD)
The Centre for Case Research and Development (CCRD) at Christ University
strives to develop teaching case studies that are used as pedagogic tools as part
of curriculum in business schools across the world.
CCRD is actively
involved in developing
case
studies
and
teaching notes.
Besides, the Centre supports case
writers/faculty
from Institute of
Management and
other
departments, to develop good case
studies
by
providing training, reviewing case studies developed, and also uploading of the case studies
through distribution portals.
The Centre organizes annual conference on case studies, Cognosco which helps
several budding case writers to present their work. Selected case studies are published in the university’s management journal, Ushus.
The Centre’s activities are coordinated by Prof. Bharathi S. Gopal. Students interested in developing case studies may write to
ccrd@christuniversity.in
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CANTATA 2015

CANTATA 2015 was held on 16th February
2015 at Christ University Kengeri Campus,
conducted the by students of the Institute
of management.Cantata was a mix of sporting events, fun activities and cultural revelry, but more importantly, it was the CUIM
family day, a day where we get together
and hold aloft the spirit of sportsmanship
and camaraderie.
The Theme of CANTATA 2015 was ‘udaan’,
which depicted the spirit of flight and freedom.
The day started with the Sports events at
9.00 AM which went on till 12 30 PM. This
included several track and field events. The
students and the faculty members took
part in the event with great enthusiasm.In
the post lunch session, the sections were
grouped into 5 distinct clusters, where

06

each cluster had a mix of senior and junior
sections from both campuses. Each of
these clusters was named based on 5 different flying mythological creatures, representing our theme.These clusters were given the opportunity to participate in the 5
FUNZONE activities. The Funzone hosted
some wonderful fun activities like tug-ofwar, follow the voice, quizzes, mad ads,
and crazy relay. The fun activities lasted
till 4.30 PM. In the evening, all of us assembled in the Open Auditorium for the cultural and valedictory program,where students
were recognised for their achievements in
sports, cultural competitions, and special
recognition awards were given to the outstanding students for their performance in
the academic year. Director of Institute of
Management Fr. Thomas TV, Associate
Dean Prof Sudhindra, Campus Coordinator
Dr.Jeevananda graced the occasion and
gave some inspiring thoughts about the
day. The Auditorium then gave way to the
DJ evening, followed by dinner at 7:20 PM.
The experience of the students have been
captured below
“As the student coordinators of CANTATA
2015, we are extremely grateful to the

management for giving us this opportunity. It was indeed a great learning experi-
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ence and we completely enjoyed ourselves
coordinating this event. We were very
lucky to have Prof. Ramanath as our faculty coordinator, who was very supportive
and guided us
in the right direction. We also
had
an
extremely strong
team, without
their
support
this
event
wouldn’t have
been possible”.Divya
Janardhana and
Rachit Khurana.
The
Sporting
events
were
headed by Manisha Sethiya and Pranay
Gupta; they took complete charge of the
track and field events and ensured it was
all completed in time and in an orderly
manner.
Abil Tresa Joseph and Chirag Demiwal
were in charge of the Fun Zone activities.
They came up with 5 extremely exciting
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fun activities to engage the audience. After the tiring track and field events, it
was indeed a task to engage the crowd.
They however, did it with great ease.
The stage and
valedictory
function
was
handled
by
Devyani
Srivastava
and
Sanchit Kumar;
the
cultural
presentations
included music
and dance performances
from both the
campuses. The
Blossoms, Altius, and Cantata winners were felicitated during the valedictory function.
CANTATA 2015, describes the true spirit
of team work. We were blessed with a
great team, a group of self-motivated
people. This made our task quite simple,
and a lot of fun.”

07

Ushus
The hoi polloi of Christ University, especially the MBA students had a whale of a
time on 23 and 24 January, USHUS 2015
the annual national level management
festival of the Institute of Management.
The theme of USHUS 2015 was Circumpunct, the origin of all symbols. The corporate sponsors for USHUS included
South Indian Bank, JBL, and Zoom Cars.
Analyttica and en Paradigm associated
with USHUS 2015 as knowledge partners. The online promotions of the event
started months in advance and the selfie
contest for the students made the social
media presence of USHUS 2015 a celebration. Students were encouraged to
post a selfie taken inside the campus
w i t h
t h e
h a s h t a g s
#nammachristuniversity and #ushus15
and the selfies won a prize every day.
The winners of the contest were given
away prizes on the last day of USHUS
2015.
The inaugural ceremony was presided
over by Honourable Vice Chancellor of
Christ University, Rev. Fr. (Dr.) Thomas C
Mathew. Vice President of ITC Hotels,
Mr. Ranvir Bhandari was the Chief Guest
of the day whose inspirational speech
was the highlight of the day. Dr. Suniti
Phadke, Dean Institute of Management
and Dr. Binu P Paul, Faculty coordinator
for USHUS 2015 addressed the gathering. After the formal ceremony and a
mesmerising musical treat by team
RAAG, the student music band from the
Institute of Management, the 400 odd

08

participants where escorted by the volunteers to designated event venues.
USHUS 2015 witnessed excellent participation from across the country and received very encouraging involvement
from MBA institutes in Bengaluru and
other parts of South India. The events,
which were organized under various
functional areas, were well appreciated
by the participants.
The main events that were held in the
auditorium on the second day were Quiz
and Best Manager. Quizmaster Mr. Vinay
Mudaliar put on a grand show on the
stage. The crowd were witness to some
brilliant guesswork and on the spot
thinking. After the Quiz event, the most
awaited event of the day, The Best Manager Event started with a lot of expectations and it didn’t disappoint any. The
finale was a stress enhancer for the organizers. It was all about keeping one’s
calm. The judges, mostly ex-Christites in
influential positions, made sure that the
participants were subjected to intense
scrutiny.
Deputy General Manager of South Indian
Bank was the chief guest for valedictory
session. The winners of various events
were awarded cash prizes and trophies.
Rev. Fr. Thomas TV, Director, Institute of
Management presented the trophy to
XIME Bengaluru, the overall winners of
USHUS 2015.
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CORPORATE INTERVIEW

Faculty Development Program on
Corporate Governance
13 September, 2014
One-day Faculty Development Program on CORPORATE GOVERNANCE was
held on 13th Sept 2014.
The Institute of Management organized a one-day Faculty Development Program (FDP) on Corporate Governance on
Saturday, September 13, 2014, at its City

Compliance Framework and 2) Promoting
sustainability – i) Business Agenda for
Sustainability through CSR and ii) Building

a Sustainability Paradigm for Inclusive
Growth.

Campus on Hosur Road, Bengaluru. The
focus and scope of the FDP was recent developments

in

Corporate

Governance

which enabled the participants to update
themselves about this important topic.
The sub main theme and themes of the
conference were as follows: 1) Structuring Boardroom Leadership – i) Future of
the strategic Board ii) Board Leadership
and Culture, and iii) Governance, Risk and
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CORPORATE INTERVIEW

Chrizellenz 2014 – Destination Excellence Achieved
Chrizellenz is a National Level
Management Fest held at the Institute of
Management, Kengeri campus. It was
started in the year 2009 and since then,
the best minds from B-Schools across the
nation compete to test their business
mettle. The event is famous for its creative and challenging tasks, and best in
class hospitality and unlimited fun.
We had a spectacular two day buzz
of enthusiastic participants on 21st and
22nd November 2014. It was filled with
ideas, innovation, creativity, fun and en-

thusiasm contributed by the best minds
from all across the country. The most notable aspect of the entire fest was the
creativity and artwork with which the entire campus was decorated using the beehive theme and related elements. Participants were engaged in stimulating tasks
as well as fun events simultaneously.
Beehive, that’s how it all started.
This theme was a beautiful element added to Chrizellenz by Navin, a student of

10

MBA General Management. The Bee Hive
is an emblem of the industry. It is a significant representation of the hard work,
harmony, order and frugality of the people, and of the sweet results of their toil,
union and intelligent cooperation. Working together in a challenging environment during this early period, individuals
contributed specific talents and skiils,
critical for buidling an integrated well
planned community.
Sponsors for the event were Geckolife, Manchahe.com and Binco. Media

partners for the fest were Business
standard and BTV News.
Chrizellenz 2014 – Destination Excellence saw participation of over 50 colleges, amongst which 30 were outstation
colleges. Around 600 students from different colleges participated in events
conducted across two days. The flagship
event which was the Best Manager event
received participation from more than 30
teams who fiercely battled through 12
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CORPORATE INTERVIEW

rounds for the ultimate title. B- Plan event
had participation of over 50 teams which
brought out the entrepreneurial spirit
within these young and budding minds.
Other specialization events also had
equally enthusiastic participation of 50 BSchools.
The first day began with an overwhelming response from various bschools participants pouring in to register
to be enthralled by the events in store. It
was then followed by a completely
planned and coordinated schedule of
events that were divided into 9 categories
– Best Manager, B-Plan, B-Quiz, CSR, Marketing, Finance, Operations, General Management and HR. The day ended with
breath-taking performances by the first
year Christites and all participants thor-
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oughly enjoying the entertainment.
The second day witnessed the finale
of all the events, the informative b-quiz
finale and jaw-dropping stress round of
best manager. The winner for Best Manager was Mr. Joe Solomon from Kristu
Jayanti College and the overall championship was won by XIME, Bengaluru. The
overall runner up was won by Kristu
Jayanti College.
The Institute of Management witnessed the highest number of footfalls
this year, creating in the process, a new
benchmark for college fests. The feedback
of the participants was very positive and
encouraging. Participants also commended the hospitality they received during
their stay over the two days.
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CORPORATE INTERVIEW

Pioneer
PIONEER 2015 kick-started with curtain
raiser on September 29, 2014. The theme

students of the Institute of Management
was also conducted and the winners were

for Pioneer 2015 was Retail & E-tail. Ex-

From Main campus

perts from Retail & E-tail sector participat-

Mathew J Maniyamkot

ed in the panel discussion on the topic En-

Sachit Bansal

trepreneurial Opportunities in Retail & E-

From Kengeri campus

tail. Dignitaries who spoke included Mr.

Archit Agarwal Group

Purushottama, Assistant Vice President of

Deepa Dipali

Aditya Birla Retail Ltd., Mr. K.B.Nagaraju,
CEO, Innovative retail concepts Pvt., Ltd.,
Mr. Jatinder Mohan, Consultant in Retail
business. Prof. Suresh coordinated the
panel discussion.
During the vacation, students met many
entrepreneurs and collected their details
through questionnaire. The committee,
after screening, selected the following entrepreneurs for the award.

The final award function was conducted
on January 31, 2015 and the awardees
winners were felicitated with Citation,
Shawl, Memento and cash prize of Rs
25,000. Best Student Entrepreneur was
awarded with Memento, Certificate & Cash
prize of Rs 10,000.
On the occasion, Pioneer Souvenir was released by Faculty coordinators Prof.
R.A.Dakshina Murthy and Prof. B. Padmanabh.

Best Entrepreneur (Retail & E-tail) - Mr.
Bhuvanesh Subarayan.
Best Woman Entrepreneur - Ms. Sonali
Gaddam.
Best Social Entrepreneur - Mr. Rahul
Kasinadhuni.

Two additional events were also conducted as part of Pioneer. The Empresario
event was held to select the Best student
Entrepreneur. The winner was Mr.
Aniruddha – CMS Bengaluru.
The other event Progettista was designed
to identify budding entrepreneur from the

12
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IBM BUSINESS ANALYTICS LAB INAUGURATED AT CHRIST UNIVERSITY

The IBM Business Analytics Lab was inaugurated at the Institute of Management
Christ University on 07 November 2014.
Dr Suniti Phadke, Dean Institute of Management and Ms Ameeta Roy, Business
Unit Executive, Technical Sales and support, IBM India, were the Chief Guests of
the Inauguration function. During the
function, Dr Suniti spoke about the need
and importance of Business analytics as
part of the MBA curriculum and Christ
University initiatives in this area. Ms
Ameeta Roy shared IBM’s initiatives in
academia and current trends in Business
Analytics.
Christ University and IBM have collaborated to setup an IBM Business Analytics
Lab in the campus to help students and
faculty members enhance their skills in
areas of Business Analytics. The MoU between Christ University and IBM was
signed on 15 Sept 2014. The aim of this
unique initiative is to develop sufficient
industry needed skills for our students,
especially students of pursuing management program.
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The Programme
The focus of the training will be on critical emerging technology areas such as
Predictive Analytics, Descriptive Analytics and Big Data Analytics. IBM has provided relevant software and curriculum
content for various analytics courses in
this Lab. Some of the software packages
provided are IBM SPSS for Predictive Analytics, IBM Cognos for Descriptive Analytics and IBM InfoSphere BigInsight for Big
Data Analytics.
The programs bring together the latest
software content, real-world industry experiences, hands on lab courses, best
practices and case studies for the MBA
students. IBM is also conducting various
faculty development programs to enhance the capabilities of the university in
the emerging technology areas. The university faculty and students will be able
to use the IBM software in the lab for
their non-commercial research interests.
Student Advantage
As part of this collaboration, each stu-
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dent undergoing specified programme will receive the printed course material from
IBM. They will also have access to various IBM online forums for additional study material and resources to interact with experts, and participate in discussions. Students
successfully completing the program will receive a certificate jointly issued by the IBM
and the Christ University. Experts from IBM will provide real world challenges for the
project experience and also mentor the students through the various phases of these

Dr Suniti Phadke,
Dean Institute of
Management and Ms
Ameeta Roy, IBM at
the newly inaugurated IBM Business
Anallytics Lab
Christ University

projects.
Students
may also have the opportunity to visit IBM
centers from time-totime for the live industry
experience.
IBM may provide the
opportunity to students to participate
in various National/
International award
winning contests including IBM’s The Great Mind Challenge (a Limca Book of records
holder for three years).

14
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Simulation Workshop
Institute of Management conducted a one-day
faculty
development
workshop
titled
‘Management Simulation’ on 28th February
2015. The workshop on Management Simulation
was administered by the Faculty of the Institute
of Management who have adopted this pedagogy
in their curriculum from Harvard Business Publishing. The institute uses simulation games
published by HBS with whom it has an MOU.
Management simulations replicate real time
business scenario and create a virtual business
environment within the classroom. Simulations
are used to impart analytical, decision making
and problem solving skills in business management. This methodology can be considered as
one of the bridging tools between industry and
academia. The workshop provided hands-on experience to faculty participants from various Bschools at a cross-functional level under the following titles:
1. Managing Customers and Segments (Market Segmentation).
2. Leadership and Team Everest
(Team Building).
3.
Balanced
(Strategy) .

Score

Card

These are popular simulations
from Harvard Business School,
and have been adopted by Bschools globally. This style of
pedagogy is immersive in nature and enhances learning in
dynamic simulated conditions.
This workshop on faculty development programme was facilitated by: Prof. Vedha Balaji,
Prof. Rahul Gupta and Prof.
Dilipchandra C.
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Quality Circle Competition
The Quality Circle (QC) program, orga-

Mr. Anup Kelkar spoke on the day-to-day

nized every year for and by Lean Opera-

relevance of Lean Concepts like Just In

tions and Systems Specialization, Insti-

Time (JIT) in the current industry practic-

tute of Management, aims at honing the

es. Mr. Harish Shetty shared his contribu-

skills needed to identify and resolve

tions at work, and the importance and

quality issues. The students at both cam-

necessity to imbibe Lean practices in the

puses are organized in teams; each team

work culture. The HoS, Prof. G. Rama-

conducts a project on quality challenges

chandran enlightened us on Lean practic-

found at the in-

es

dustry

early

level

and

in

recommends solu-

Mr.

tions

to

tram

them.

The

resolve
tech-

the
ages.

Venka-

ducted

cona

niques to be used

meaningful,

were Kanban, Kai-

i nteracti ve

zen

session with

and

Value

Stream Mapping.

the students

The

inauguration

on the im-

of the Quality Cir-

portance of

cle program was

Q u a l i t y

held 26th June 2014. The chief guest for

through the House of Quality concept. It

the event was Mr. S. K. Venkatram, CEO,

conveyed

Sansera Aerospace. The other distin-

portance of the various House of Quality

guished guests were Mr. Harish Shetty,

the

benefits

and

the

im-

tools in every industry and sector.

Creator, HS Labs and Mr. Anup K. Kelkar,

This year, a total of 39 teams participat-

an engineering and management consult-

ed in the QC competition. In the prelimi-

ant. The Faculty and students of the Lean

nary round, 10 teams at each campus

Operations and Systems from both cam-

were shortlisted on the basis of their

puses attended.

presentations, by Prof. Dakshina Murthy
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(Main Campus) and Prof S Sudhindra

Mills. Team Q Thinkers won the 2nd prize

(Kengeri Campus) on October 9, 2014.

of Rs. 3,000 for using the Quality Assur-

Round I of the competition was held on

ance matrix for failure prevention and de-

October 15, 2104, at each campus. At the

tection at Rexroth Bosch. The third prize

Main campus, Prof Arcot Poorna Prasad

of Rs. 2,000 was won by Team Sheer Per-

and Prof Joseph M Fernandes were the

formers, for improvement in complaint

judges, while Prof P Padmanabh and Prof

handling and feedback systems at Kripa

Sirish Venkatagiri judged the round at

Telecom.

Kengeri campus. Three teams were select-

Mr Ramdev appreciated the hard work put

ed from each campus, on the basis of the

in by all teams and the quality tools used.

projects chosen, methods of identifying

He exhorted the teams to continue with

the key quality issues to be worked upon

the implementation of the recommended

and the recommended

solutions.

solu-

Prof. Joseph M Fer-

tions.
The

nandes & Prof P PadFinals

of

manabh, the faculty

the QC competi-

coordinators for the

tion was held at

QC competition this

the Main Cam-

year expressed their

pus on January

gratitude to the stu-

21, 2015. The

dent

chief guest was

team, all participat-

organizing

Mr G Ramdev, Sr. General Manager, Tri-

ing teams, Prof G Ramachandran - the out-

dent Automobiles. The event was also

going HoS, Prof R A Dakshina Murthy- the

judged by Prof P Krishnaswami, QMS,

new HoS and their faculty colleagues for

Christ University. Team Optimizers won

their invaluable support and guidance.

the first prize of Rs. 5,000 for improving
the quality aspects in fabric printing, visual management using 5S tool and recycling of scrap into yardage at Jaipuria Silk
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National Conference on Contemporary Business
Challenges and Strategies
6 February, 2015
The national conference theme re-

M.Phil scholars and MBA students. On

volved around General management, Fi-

the day, we had 30 research paper

nancial management, Marketing manage-

presentations in two tracks, including the

ment, Lean Operations and Systems man-

plenary session. The tracks were chaired

agement, and Human resource manage-

by Dr. S. Jeevananda, Institute of Man-

ment. The conference started at 9am

agement, Dr. Maruti Ram R., Dayanada

with the registration process. Introducto-

Sagar

ry note was presented by Prof. Sirish V.,

Swaroop Reddy, Principal & Professor, In-

Institute of Management. Welcome ad-

ternational School of Management Excel-

dress speech was given by Dr. Suniti

lence, Bengaluru, and Dr. Padma Sriniva-

Phadke, Dean, Institute of Management.

san, Institute of Management.

Institutions,

Bengaluru,

Dr.

This was followed by key note speech by

Two best paper awards were given

Ms. Shoma Bakre on conference the

at the end. These were bagged by Jay P

theme “Contemporary Business Challeng-

Trivedi from Alliance University, Benga-

es and Strategies”.

In the plenary ses-

luru for his paper titled “Effectiveness of

sion, four presentations were done by Yo-

In-App Advertising on Gen Y’s Attitude

gish Shanbag, CEO, Purpleframe Technol-

and Purchase Intentions”, and Sathyana-

ogies Ltd., Bengaluru, Dr. Hari Krishna

rayana S from M.P. Birla Institute of Man-

Maram, CEO, Imperial Group of Institu-

agement, Bengaluru for his paper titled

tions, Bengaluru, Ramesh Kumar V. CEO,

“An analysis of Day-of-the-week Anomaly

Biztoons Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru, and Dr.

in the Indian Stock Market: Evidence

Sharda S Nandram, Associate Professor,

from Bombay Stock Exchange”.

Nyenrode Business Universiteit, Germa-

In the valedictory function, the cer-

ny.

tificates and the prizes were presented

Details of Presenters and Delegates:

by

We had around 100 plus partici-

Rev. Fr. Thomas T.V., Director,

Institute of Management.

pants including 10 faculty members,

18
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External Fest Participation report 2014-15
KPMG – Unicom marketing Olympiad – a
corporate quiz conducted by KPMG, Bengaluru saw the participation of Institute
of Management. Our students Vishnu
Santhosh S and Saranya won the first
place in the marketing Olympiad on 25
August 2014.

Vishnu Santhosh ( MBA-HR) and Maria
Lisbel ( MBA – GM) won the third prize at
the TATA Mutual Fund Simply Quiz conducted by TATA Mutual Fund on 6 September 2014. It was yet another corporate quiz open for both students and corporates where our institute was able to
make its mark.

On 13 September 2014, the Institute of Management participated in Sprout It'14, Symbiosis Center for Information Technology, Pune. Our students won laurels in the events
like Pseudo Sansad, Kurious Race and Biz Krieg.

Rohit Deepak
Amol Nanawaty
Sandip Saha

Pseudo Sansad

RUNNER
UP

Kurious Race

WINNER

Biz Krieg

RUNNER
UP

Pavan I
Abhishek Chattopadhyay
Nidhi Bhati
Kanchan Rao
Anusha Ashokan
Khusboo Doshi
Malyasree Patra

Madhurima C
Parvati Rajpal
Sarika Krishna
Vedant Goenka
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Cecil Surya Michael
Steve Davis
In the Management
fest conducted by VIT
University – GraVITas’14 from 26 September 2014—28 September 2014. Our Students
won
various
prizes spread across
events spanning different domains and specializations.

Abha Rani
Anubha Vijayvergiya
Aishwarya Nair P V
Naval Nazeer
Nitin Charles
Abhishek Mehra

First Place

Management
Guru 2.0

Third Place

Promulgate

Second Place

Green Manager

First Place

Brain Wave

First Place
Second Place

Joseph John
Reeba Rachel Kurien

Entrengineering

Second Place

On 10 October 2014, Institute
of Management won its first
overall championship trophy
for the academic year 20142015 at Imperium’14 conducted by MIT Pune. We won several accolades across various domains. The
winner details
are—
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Koushik A Jain
Thejas NS

Trade Encounter

Winners

Duke's Caliber

Winners

Neuron Twister

Runners Up

MIT-SOB Power Pack

Runners Up

Battle of the Nations

Runners Up

Business Plan

Winners

Tankala Sai Sowmya
Josveen J Menezes
KT Bopanna
Imran SC
Yogita Bhat
Sweta Rani
Devika Kaushal
Rohit Singh
Hari Sai Prasad
Koustav De Sarkar

On 24 October 2014, the
Institute of Management
bagged its second overall trophy in Simthesis
7.0 at Saintgits Institute
of
Management,
Kottayam, Kerala.

MARCH

Dileep C. Shekhar

OCTAVE

Mithali Rego

The finance game

Winners

Aswani Krishna
John Pius

Balraj K

Best Management
Team - Symphony

Winners

Vishwajith R

2015 | NO.28
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Shefali Verma
Reetika Jha
PERCEPTOR

II Place

IRONHIDE

II Place

ARIJIT SUR
Abhinandan.R.K
Nirupam Chatterjee
ABEY JOHN JACOB

On 6th and 7th November, our institute took part in Inflore’14 at Rajagiri
Center of Business Studies, Kochi. We secured prizes in 2 events listed
below:

OVERALL CHANMPIONS
1

October
2014

Imperium'14, MIT Pune

2

October
2014

Simthesis 7.0,Saintgits Institute of Management,
Kottayam Kerala

3

November
2014

SYNECTICS 2K14, Kristu Jayanti College of Management

4

January
2015

Trishna'15, IBS Hyderabad ( 4th Consecutive Win)

Our institute had won accolades in fests such as Cranium'14, CMS business
school, Jain University held on 10 November 2014 as well as Quest'14, XIME
Kochi which was held on 15 November 2014.
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Lets get to the DNA of operations…..

LEAN OPERATIONS & SYSTEMS

Implementation of Lean Practices at

ABSTRACT

Manufacturing Plant

Prof. Sudhindra Shammanna, Anand Deshpande
Raymond Group is one of the largest
fabric and apparel manufacturers in
India.
Incorporated in 1925, the
group is a leading producer of suiting fabric in the world and also owns
several apparel brands such as Raymond, Park Avenue and ColorPlus.
Silver Spark Apparel Ltd., a fully
owned subsidiary
of Raymond Ltd
located in Doddaballapur,
Bengaluru.
The unit
produces
about
0.4 million suits,
jackets and about
2 million trousers
annually with the
help of state-ofthe-art manufacturing equipment
housed in an area of 2,00,000 square
feet.
The case follows Silver Spark in its
implementation of lean manufacturing practices at its plant. The implementation commenced in September
2010 with the help of an external
lean consultant (ADMAA Consulting)
and followed the typical cycle of initial skepticism, resistance to change,
evidences of benefits and workers’

24

active participation. Readers will be
introduced to the issues faced by
plants using traditional manufacturing
methods such as large cycle times,
work-in-process inventories and high
variability in production rates and
quality and how these can be overcome with the help of the lean practices. The main objective of the case study
is to expose students
to an actual implementation methodology and the various
barriers that need to
be surmounted. The
case study will also
bring out the drastic
improvements in the
key performance indicators of the production as a result of lean practices.
The case may be used in courses such
as lean operations, world class manufacturing and operations management for MBA or engineering students
and specifically maps to the concepts
of five principles of lean thinking,
Kaizen, Workplace organization
(5S),Waste Elimination, 7 wastes,Takt
time, SWIP, muda, muri and mura.
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Pakala Lokanadh
Jt.General Manager (CNS)
Airports Authority of India
RGI Airport, Hyderabad
25 years experience
Interviewed by

Sunku Kartheek, Sanjana Sethi, Isha Chhabra

If you could describe your corporate
culture in three words, what would
you say?

How do you encourage creative
thinking within your organization?

Service with safety and efficiency.

It is basically through Annual Performance Reports.

What attracted you to this company ?
Generally people have fascination
towards aircrafts and airports; I am
no exception to that. And AAI being
a state owned organisation, it gives
me pleasure and pride.
Can you name a person who has had
a tremendous impact on you as a
leader?
Swami Vivekananda.
Why and how did this person impact
your life?

“

Even though Swami Vivekananda's
teachings are many decades old,
they are relevant even today.

”

What are the most important decisions you make as a manager of your
organization?
Basically related to air navigation
services and airport management.
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What is one characteristic that you
believe every leader should possess?
Whatever a leader expects from others, he should be able to demonstrate the same.
As a manager, what challenges have
you faced in your career?
Our job is all India transferable. To
whatever new airport I am transferred first I should get adjusted to
the local setup and culture. Then the
technical part of the job remains
same at all airports.

What advice would you give someone
going into a managerial position for
the first time ?
Firstly, the manager should have
thorough knowledge about his job.
Then he should be able to guide his
subordinates in achieving the organization goals.

25
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What are you doing to ensure you
continue to grow and develop as a
manager?

CORPORATE INTERVIEW

I should be a continuous learner.

What is your process or methodology
for making important decision?

Tell me about your proudest achievement.

By following the laid down procedures, guide lines and rules within the
organization.

Involving in establishing air navigation services for RGI Airport, Hyderabad, in a record time.

What non-monetary factors to you feel
help motivate employees?

What do you think about work-life
balance?
Work-life balance is a must for any
successful individual.
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“

The manager should be considerate and compassionate towards the
employees problems and needs.

”
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Six Sigma in service industry : benefits, challenges and difficulties
Abinav Ramachandran
INTRODUCTION
Six Sigma developed in late 1980s by
Motorola, gained considerable attention, especially since high profile
adoption by companies such as General Electric in the mid-1990s.From
where it spread like a “wildfire”. At
Motorola, they consider Six Sigma as a
metric, methodology and also as a
management system. The term "Six
Sigma" refers to the ability of highly
capable processes to produce output
at defect levels below 3.4 defects per
one million opportunities (DPMO).
Many organizations in manufacturing
and services, public and private, large
and small have joined the six sigma
band wagon. In addition to Motorola
and GE, many other Fortune 500 companies such as Allied Signal, Johnson
and Johnson, Kodak, Caterpilar, Boeing, American Express, Fidelity Investments, Sony, J. P. Morgan Chase are
using it. Hence 6 Sigma, improves the
quality of the services provided, by
applying scientific and engineering
principles in an orderly manner to reduce the services that fall short of
customer expectations, leading to an
increase in their satisfaction. The big
challenge in services is the identifica-
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tion of the appropriate metrics, gathering and exploitation of credible data
which are not produced from a manufacturing process which is in statistical
control, rather than responses produced
from human behavior. The basic approach is to measure performance on an
existing process, and compare it with a
statistically valid ideal to find out how
to eliminate any variation. Numerous
companies use Six Sigma for their nonmanufacturing departments such as human resources, payroll, accounting, customer relations, supply chain management, safety and hazard engineering, organization change and innovation.
.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Motorola’s Bill Smith initiated Six Sigma
almost two and a half decades ago
building on the philosophy, principles,
and methods of Deming’s Total Quality
Management. Since then, thousands of
organizations have become Six Sigma
companies by adopting specific training
and project management practices. Mellat-Parast highlight similarities between
the six sigma improvement process and
the Baldrige model. Some researchers
employ conceptual models to investigate the organizational requirements for
effective six sigma implementation.
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Hensley and Dobie propose a conceptual model for assessing organizational readiness for six sigma and
utilize the model to analyze the
readiness of a public transit company based on survey data.
Chakrabarty and Tan(2007) examine
the current state of six sigma application in services based on quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
literature, and identify critical success factors and key performance
indicators as management guidelines
for effective applications of six sigma in the service industry. Patton
(2005) studied some of the limitations of six sigma in service industries. However, it is crucial to examine the effectiveness of six sigma in
service quality, in the context of
available models in the service quality literature. The literature review on
the application of six sigma in services focused on papers published in
journals, magazines, and conference
proceedings. It excluded articles
published on web sites of the six sigma community, such as isixsigma.com.
Sharing of ideas and best practices
among members of the community
is the aim of such web sites, but it is
vague from an academic point of
view (Nonthaleerak and Hendry,
2005).

RESEARCH ARTICLE

four years in the UK. The financial service companies which have seen significant impact to the bottom-line include
Citigroup, Bank of America, American
Express, J.P. Morgan Chase, Zurich Financial Services, HSBC, Credit Suisse,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays Bank
to name but a few here. Some widely
publicized success stories of implementation in services include GE Medical Systems, Mount Carmel Health System, Virtua Health, GE Capital Corp,
Bank of America, and Citibank (Jones,
2004; Henderson and Evans, 2000,
Rucker, 2000). Limited application can
also be found in call centers, human
resources such as DuPont de Nemours
(Bott et al., 2000; Wyper and Harrison,
2000), and in product support services
such as by Caterpillar (Schmidt and
Aschkenase, 2004). The analysis also
revealed that the applications are limited mostly to service industries in
North America and Europe. In term of
benefits, these are mostly expressed in
financial terms and not much is published about the benefits in process
improvements. It is important to note
that the applications emphasized the
proper identification of Critical Success Factors (CSFs), Critical to Quality

DATA COLLECTION METHOD
Six Sigma is a process-focused and
data driven methodology aimed at
near elimination of defects in all
processes (i.e. manufacturing, service and transactional) which are
critical to customers. As a powerful
business strategy, Six Sigma has
been around for almost 20 years and
has grown exponentially in financial
services sector during the past seven
years or so, in the USA and probably
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Characteristics (CTQs) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
CSFs are necessary in order that any
six sigma effort may be successful and
they include:

Top management commitment

Education and training

Cultural change
MARCH
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Customer focus
Clear performance metrics
Attaching the success to financial benefits
Organizational understanding
of work processes

CTQs are the key measurable indicators of a product or service whose
performance standards or specification limits must be met in order to
satisfy the customer. CTQs align improvement or design efforts with
customer requirements.
KPIs show actual data of a particular
outcome. The outcomes of six sigma
projects are usually required to be
expressed in financial terms leading
to direct measurement of achievement that is easy to understand.
FINDINGS
Six Sigma is not just a way of measuring the level of quality; it is a way
of determining weaknesses, where
the organization could do better,
and how to serve the customer better. Six sigma is a way of instilling in
the people in the organization, a new
perspective on what is acceptable.
While the major benefit of six sigma
may be the bottom line through process improvement, there are also
many other benefits like increased
customer satisfaction, a higher understanding of problem solving, increased teamwork, and increased
employee morale.
LIMITATIONS:

There is difficulty in distinguishing between service process and sub-processes. As a
consequence there is difficulty
in measuring and collecting data which subsequently makes it
difficult to control the measure
MARCH
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and control phase of six
sigma.
Six sigma provides a
framework to achieve improvement in a process. But it is
not a formula for creative thinking, breakthrough, or entrepreneurship, which are also essential
for organizational excellence.
One of the most important limiting factors is the difficulty in
quantifying and gathering data
from service processes.

CHALLENGES:

Convincing the service industry of
Six Sigma's benefits is a major
challenge. As noted before, many
companies still conform to the
idea that the methodology is only
for manufacturing.

Need to continuously improve
processes is another challenge.

Implementing quality tools into a
process that is so unpredictable
and varied could be difficult.
CONCLUSION
Six sigma is a different approach that
can be implemented in a service organization with a good business strategy.
It is a highly repetitive processes with
no or very low human behavior component. This indicates that the six sigma methodology has limited application, or that six sigma provides insufficient help in improving services and
meeting customer expectations. Nowadays, because of the global crisis, almost all service organizations have
suffered and it’s very important for
them to know what their customers
think about the services offered and
how? They can improve their processes, with the objective of increasing
their customer’s satisfaction, which is
the goal of any competitive organization.
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CROSS-WORD
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5.
6.
7.

Across
1.
2.
3.

Intelligence exhibited by machines or
software.
Scheduling system for lean and just-intime (JIT) production.
Waste

9.

Down
1.
2.

3.
4.

8.

A set of techniques and tools for process improvement.
Quantity or volume of a product that
producers and firms are willing to sell at
a given price.
System used for reporting and data
analysis.
Production of merchandise for use or
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10.

sale using labor and machines.
Analytic process designed to explore
data.
Data that describes other data.
Logistics procedure where products
from a supplier or manufacturing plant
are distributed directly to a customer
or retail chain with marginal to no handling or storage time.
System of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved in moving a product or service
from supplier to customer.
The process and methods used to
transform tangible inputs into goods
and services.
Discovery and communication of
meaningful patterns in data.

SEE ANS WE RS IN THE E ND
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QUIZ

OPERATIONS
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

Bill of material is also called as _______________?
Lawrence Miles conducted traditional cost reduction exercises on a number of companies' products. These led
him to coin the term while he was working at General
Electric Co. USA in 1947. What was the term?
A company uses infra-red imaging to examine the problem areas identified without dismantling the machine ,so
that the extent of damage can be determined before
stopping the machine. This is an example of which type
of maintenance?
In order to maximize the number of completed jobs in the
system, which priority rule should be used by a firm?
A quality philosophy was born in Motorola and later GE expanded the scope
of this concept. The abstract of concept is reduced costs, increased efficiency and quality, and increased profit. Name the concept?
Which quality function is measured as the Mean Time Between Failures
(MTBF)?
The three categories of decision that are taken by operation managers are?
___________________ is the average of the errors made by the forecast over a
period of time without considering the direction of error.
Two Methodologies of Six Sigma are _________ and__________?
What are the three factors that constitute OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency)?
What is the most common effect observed in forecast driven distribution
channels?
A procedure where products from a supplier or manufacturing plant are distributed directly to a customer or retail chain with marginal to no handling or
storage time.
What is the Lean-management method for analyzing the current state and
designing a future state for the series of events that take a product or service
from its beginning through to the customer?
Which is the global quality award that recognizes both individuals for their
contributions to the field of Total Quality Management?
Which is the average unit production time needed to meet customer demand?

SEE ANSWERS IN THE END
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Triple Bottom Line Approach
Prof. Latha Ramesh
A new approach to measure business sustainability

Some of sustainability reports of Indian
companies highlight facets of TBL.

How does one measure the performance of a company? The standard
answer earlier was “profit”, the so
called “Bottom Line” or “Earnings per
Share”, “Return on Investment”, etc.
Then came more sophisticated performance metrics like “Economic Value
Added, Market Value Added, Balanced
Score Card etc. Can an enterprise succeed if it does not contribute to society?

The profit measurement transcends
economic profit reported in an Income
Statement. For instance, the ONGC’s
sustainability report, which started in
2009-10 discloses the contribution to
the exchequer, subsidies, economic value added and dividends paid to shareholders. Thus the first P - Profit also includes the monetary benefit of the company to the country in terms of taxes.

Will a company grow if it continues to
destroy the ecology by improper
waste management? Thus, management thinkers realised the need for a
more holistic approach to performance evaluation of any business.
The latest to join the bandwagon of
corporate performance appraisal is
the triple bottom line approach.
Coined by Mr. John Elinkton in 1995,
the new framework of Triple Bottom
Line (TBL) encompasses three pillars:
Profit, People and Planet. In an era
where companies are often associated
with scams, resentment from sections
of society on being displaced, water
depletion etc., it is pertinent to look
at an enterprise about what it does
for society and environment-beyond
maximisation of shareholders wealth.
Today enlightened companies publish
their sustainability reports based on
the concept of Triple Bottom Line.
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While profit for the company in FY
2013-14 is INR 286.5billion, it has contributed INR317.76 billion to the exchequer in the same year. In the case of
another company, Wipro which embarked on corporate sustainability report in 2008, in its latest report, disclosed payments made to providers of
capital (like interest and dividend)
which is reflective of positive value to
shareholders. Likewise, Tata Steel in its
first sustainability report of 2010-11,
disclosed that it spent 1.8 percent of
net profit to promote community development activities. The company has also given a breakup of payments to central and state governments through direct and indirect taxes. It has also reported on investors’ value creation
(dividends), customers’ value creation
(product performance through innovation) and suppliers value creation.
Thus, the focus is not just the IncomeExpenses= Profit .
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The second P- People adopts a broader approach to include society rather
than only employees. Today, ONGC
has conceptualised five pillars of social development, namely, business
ethics, community focus, employee
growth, employee safety and product
safety. To elaborate on the employee
dimension, related disclosures include: gender and age diversity, hours
spent on training and development,
and lastly disclosure on accidents involving injuries. Similarly, Wipro publishes a summary of its Stakeholder’s
Engagement Report. These stakeholders are employees, customers, investors, suppliers, the education eco system, communities and NGOs, policy
and research, advocacy and current
and future generations. It has reported that over 300 employees are physically challenged. Tata Steel revealed
its plans related to tribal cultural society, Tata Steel Rural Development Society etc., as a part of community development.
The third and perhaps most emphasised part of TBL is Planet Earth. This
aspect has many angles like energy
conservation, water, waste management and bio diversity, among others.
For instance, the renewable energy investment by ONGC has crossed INR 8
billion in 2010-11. It has reported a
marginal increase in greenhouse gas
emission and has various plans to reduce the same in the near term. On
page 47 of the report, ONGC gives data on material, water and energy consumptions, besides greenhouse gas
emissions over the past five years. In-
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terestingly, Wipro’s Corporate Sustainability Report highlights that all its laptop and desktop models have five-star
rating on energy efficiency. It also refers
to recycling of e-waste. Tata Steel has
reported that the level of solid waste
utilisation of its Jamshedpur plant has
risen from 89 percent two years ago to
95 percent in 2010-11. There was also a
mention about introduction of pollution
control units in the Jamshedpur plant
which would control dust emission well
beyond (one-third) of the statutory requirement.
Reputed companies like ACC, Ambuja
Cements, Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories, Reliance Industries to name a few, have taken the initiative to publish their corporate sustainability reports. To that extent, it sets a tone of the responsibility
of companies not only to increase their
wealth but building a sustainable world.
One of the main challenges to the TBL
approach is the ability to measure all
aspects using clearly defined metrics.
While profits can be expressed in the
local currency, the social and the environmental impact have to be measured
in an objective manner. Again, there is
no universal method to calculate the
TBL. There is also a critique that this
exercise might inadvertently hype the
image of a company and amount to a
public relations exercise. Yet, a perceptible shift has taken place in the manner
that various stake holders seek to comprehend a company’s effectiveness.
.
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by Maria Lisbel

FINANCE
1.

Name the company from its logo.

2.

In today's business world this acronym GAFA is gaining prominence. What does it mean?

3.

What is the term used to signify the competitive advantage that
one company has over other companies in the same industry?
Also, name the person who coined it.

4.

Who has launched Fairlife, a milk brand under its wellness beverage category?

5.

When the first cars rolled on the Indian soil, only one company made spare tyres for
them. This company was named after a road in Wales. Nowadays, its name is used as a
generalisation of the product involved. Name the company.

6.

It is believed that the students at Nanjing University in 1993 started to celebrate being single largely by buying themselves presents. After being co-opted and made into a shopping Holiday worldwide by Alibaba, it is considered to be bigger than Cyber Monday
and Black Friday combined in the US. Name it.

7.

This word has origins linked to a mid 18th century Spanish word meaning 'to plaster' and
an Arabic word meaning ‘brick'. Generally, these are sun-dried bricks made of yellow silt
or clay, deposited by rivers especially in countries having little rainfall. A technology
company also bears the same name. Name it.

8.

This vehicle gets its name from an Indonesian language meaning ‘three’. So when translated it means Swift with three rows. Name the vehicle.

9.

Identify both the logos and then establish a connection between the two. (It is a ques
tion of influence).

10.

What‘s the word? The oldest usage was typically applied to a well- dressed male, or one
who is unfamiliar with life outside a large city. The word became prominent in surfer culture in the early 1960s, but it wasn’t until the mid-70s that it started creeping into the
mainstream. Some usages in mainly American pop culture have contributed to the
spread of this word. The original use of this word implied an individual unfamiliar with the
demands of life outside of urban settings.

SEE ANS WE RS IN THE E ND
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What happened on Jan 15, 2015?
Vignesh J | 1420434

European Union and Switzerland have
been in agreement on a number of policy
issues. Switzerland enjoys the lions’ share
in European exports in sectors such as
chemicals, medical instruments and
watches. It is a main destination of FDI
from several developed countries including the United States. Recently, Swiss National Bank (SNB) was prominently covered on TV’s and even debates about
what had happened on Jan 15, 2015. Why
is it so important and what exactly happened on that day?
On 6th September 2011, to avoid further weakening of the CHF against
the EUR, SNB enforced a minimum
rate of 1.20 against the EUR and it
was ready to buy any quantity of foreign currency to maintain the mentioned cap. The interest rate was
0.125 % p.a. That did help the CHF to
change the high momentum of the

EUR/CHF uptrend
seen from August
2011 and the rate was maintained.
On 15th January 2015, SNB announced
that the cap would no longer be maintained, and the interest rate was reduced by 50 bps, from -0.25 to -0.75 %
p.a. It was completely unexpected,
even to the International Monetary
Fund. Needless to say, the announcement was not featured on the economic calender.
The surprise elimination of the cap is
an effect of the fallen trade weighted
exchange rate against the US dollar in
the said period. The EUR depreciated
from 1.4094 to 0.9977 against USD
during this period. It is obvious that
the interest rate reduction is to compensate the appreciation of the Swiss
Franc due to the cap removal.
What SNB did is indeed trifle risky ,
given that ECB is thinking about easing
the monetary policies. This could lead
to further depreciation in the EUR as a
big percentage of Swiss exports are to
the European market. This impacted
the share market and investors started buying low risk instruments such
as gold instead of shares.
As a result, the currency pair EUR/CHF
fell to 0.8187 and later bounced to
0.9904. Even the strongest currencies
like USD and GBP weren’t spared. However, they stabilized nearby to their
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previous values; Euro did not. The
currency market fluctuated so much
that traders went bankrupt, some of
them lost their savings and a bunch
of them traded their year’s profits to
this volatility.
The West Ham Football Club’s sponsor, Alpari FX trading, UK went insolvent as its clients’ losses exceeded

countries-and-regions/countries/
switzerland/


http://www.snb.ch/en/mmr/reference/
pre_20110906/source/
pre_20110906.en.pdf



http://www.global-rates.com/interestrates/central-banks/central-bankswitzerland/snb-interest-rate.aspx



http://www.bbc.com/news/business30829917



http://www.investing.com/economiccalendar/



http://www.theguardian.com/
business/2015/jan/16/west-ham-sponsoralpari-swiss-currency-crisis



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/
currency/11349958/Swiss-franc-shockforces-West-Ham-shirt-sponsor-Alpari-outof-business.html

Tools
metatrader4

their account equity. Global Brokers,
New Zealand reported it was closing
down the business. Even Barclays
and Deutsche bank reported losses.
However, the overall losses incurred
are still not confirmed by any of the
institutions.
Such events remind us about
measures like the “Stop loss” and
“Trailing Profit” to manage risks better. It is a grim reminder that market
continue to be untamed even by
largest of the institutions.
References
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Crude oil prices and its effect on global economy
Ankit Pandey, Krishnendu Kundu & Niken Jain, F2
In the last two quarters, the Brent
Crude oil prices have tumbled almost 60% while it is currently trading around US $62 it had dipped to
US $48, a level not seen in the last
five and a half years. Is it a blessing
in disguise, as assumed by people or
does it have an adverse effect on the
business and markets?

For a country like India, where, onethird of our import bill is from
Crude oil, it certainly is a blessing.
According to an analysis by Macquarie Research, a $10/bbl decrease
in oil prices, reduces India’s import
bill and current account deficit by
$10 billion or 0.48% of the GDP. The
slump in the prices coupled with the
Modi government's promise of
‘achhe din’, and the resolve on economic reform, is actually an upside
for India’s GDP growth.

India’s imports of Crude Oil for the
period April-November 2014 stood
at US$ 90.3 billion (28.3%) of the total imports. The lower crude oil prices helps India save foreign exchange.
Lower crude oil prices would also
mean lower inflation, and hence, it is
also helping the RBI in achieving its
inflation targets.

is downside risk. For example, a US$ 2
trillion of bank funding is involved in
oil exploration and other production
activities. With oil prices touching US$
50, many projects are facing viability
issues. When projects are not viable, in
the longer run, companies will either
cut production or declare bankruptcy,
both of which can be dangerous to any
economy, including India which is already faced with a sizeable NPA problem with the public sector banks. Also,
India may feel the pinch because, India
as a country is dependent upon FIIs
and FDIs, both of which would eventually reduce if the oil prices keep falling.

Indian companies depending upon the
crude oil derivatives like synthetic
yarns, polymers and chemicals are all
stuck with high inventories purchased
at prices when oil prices were high,
and now they would only be able to
sell their finished products at current
market rates.

Talking about it from the global perspective, many oil producers, both
companies and countries, are dependent upon oil production and exports,
and with lower oil prices, we can expect to see an increase in bankruptcies
and cases of sovereign default.

The flipside for the Indian economy
MARCH
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In anticipation of increase in oil prices, there are hedge funds who have
taken sizeable long positions on
crude oil at every fall in the price
levels.

With the exception of the US and India, most of the key world economies are facing deflation and nearzero growth. Even in the US, the theory that decreasing oil supply will
benefit the economy is finding fewer
takers. In simple words, a sustained
slump in oil prices is a reflection of
a shaky global economy. This would
translate into flight of capital to safer havens like gold and US Treasury
Bills, which for the global stock markets is bad news.
Is it signaling another recession?
If we take a look at the trend
in oil prices, we see that it rises during the boom and falls during the
bust. The question that would naturally drive is - Why does oil prices
slip during a recession? The performance of the currency and the supply of oil are important determinants of oil prices. Apart from these,
with every country promoting entrepreneurship to boost their economy
along with other expansionary monetary policies, the increased demand
for oil shoots up the prices which
signals a rising economy. So, if rising
oil prices indicate a rising economy,
what would falling oil prices indicate? Also, the USD is seen to be in-
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versely related to the oil prices. Its recent rally could possibly be one of the
reasons for the fall in crude oil prices.
A concurrent drop in other commodities show that Saudi Arabian strategic
decisions on crude oil prices is not a
probable reason for the drop.
The interest of commoners lies
in the benefits that can be reaped from
this slip. Though many traders have
lost sleep because of a massive fall in
the stock prices due to its correlation
with the crude oil prices, oil marketing
companies and power intensive businesses must be happy with the change.
On the contrary, a lot of high cost producers especially in the shale oil industry will also slip on the oil. This is
important to us because easy money is
used to finance these companies and
according to Bank of America Merill
Lynch (BofA ML) Report, roughly 15%
of the high yield bond market resides
with the energy sector. This means
that low oil prices for a long period of
time can actually trigger debt default
and bankruptcy issues. A month ago, a
Deutsche Bank report found that
crude oil prices falling below $60
would likely push energy companies
with risky credit policies to a level that
would imply 30% default rate and trigger a broader high yield bond market
default cycle.

What’s in store for us?
Though it would be a tough time
for oil producing economies which will
experience a negative GDP growth of
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about 5%, and sizeable deficit in revenues, large oil consumers on the other
side will be beneficial. India being the
fourth largest consumer of oil, the
lowered oil prices will not only lowerer the import bill, but also save us on
foreign exchange. Estimates count that
a $10 fall in crude oil prices can reduce the CAD (Current Account Deficit) by 0.5% of GDP and the fiscal deficit by around 0.1% of GDP. Benefit is
not a one way route and it comes with
certain costs, exports to oil producing
countries will fall significantly. Upstream oil and gas companies including oil drilling and exploration firms
are going to be negatively impacted.
The silver lining to the whole story is
that, when the price stabilizes, India
being an attractive location for business because of the new government,
will draw in capital from the world
market and steal the show in the year
ahead. But, depending largely on soft
crude prices to enable a turnaround
may be foolhardy. In the backdrop of
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the global tremors, the need of the hour
for India, as for all global economies, is
to strengthen its domestic economy and
‘Modi’fy the Indian economy in actual
terms.
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Corporate Interview
Saurabh Agarwal

is an experienced Strate-

gy, Finance and Corporate Development professional. He
has significant leadership experience in developing revenue growth strategies for Global markets, Financial
Planning & Analysis. He has experience in driving growth
in hyper competitive environments, having played a key
role in multiple M & A transactions ranging in value from $500 M to $2.5 Billion.
His expertise lies in Corporate & Business Unit Strategy, New Market Entry, Portfolio Strategy, Strategic Due Diligence & Target Identification, Strategic Planning and
Competitive & Customer analytics.
Industries: High tech, Retail, Consumer Goods, ecommerce and Financial Services.
How would you describe your journey from Infosys to Samsung?

change (which happens to be very intangible skill).

Journey from Infosys to Samsung was
personally evolutionary and transformational and professionally gratifying.
It was overall a great learning experience while along the way giving me opportunities to create meaningful impact.

I leverage on my strengths while managing my weaknesses, in order to bridge
this gap and use my quantitative analytical abilities, to create a value proposition which would enable me to influence
the broader set of executives within any
organization.

What was your biggest challenge in
your professional life and how did
you deal with it?
Biggest challenge in professional life
has been to bridge the cultural gap
across India and US where different
capabilities and attributes are being
valued in an individual and professional while Indian educational system
trains an individual to excel in quantitative analytics and reasoning (which
happens to be a more tangible skill),
US educational system and the corporate world gives more value to an individual’s ability to influence and drive
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What are the biggest hurdles in current
business environment?
Biggest hurdle in the current business
environment is a short-term financial
focus of many corporations which inhibits their ability to innovate and disrupt,
and as a result over the period of time
they lose their competitive differentiators.
What are the skill sets a beginner today would require to climb the corporate ladder?
Ability to influence, build a network of
executives who would act as mentors
MARCH
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and sponsors, communication and
presentation, political correctness and
agility, emotional intelligence and a
basic value proposition rooted in your
inherent strengths which would help
create your brand within an organization.

In technology business, we have to treat
every player whether big or small, as a
big threat so that it drives us towards
disruptive innovation which would be
the only way you can compete in this
business.

How would you describe Mr.
Any game changing proSaurabh Agarwal as a
ject that Samsung is
philanthropist?
currently working on
Haven’t done enough
that could change
Managers could be
in that area and
the market status
‘made’
as
long
as
an
indineed to do more.
quo in near fuvidual is very aware of
ture?
What is your
take on manhis or her strengths/
We, at Samagers are born
weakness and how it resung believe in
and not made?
disruptive inlates to his or her envinovation and
Managers
ronment
and
how
those
integrating
could
be
can be leveraged to cretechnology
in
‘made’ as long
the
everyday
as
an individual
ate a brand and impact
lives in order to
is very aware of
within
organizations.
enhance the qualihis
or
her
ty of life.
strengths/weakness
and how it relates to
Some of the most recent
his or her environment
work is in the areas of
and how those can be leveraged
‘Internet of Things’ and ‘Wearable
to create a brand and impact within ortechnologies’.
ganizations.
According to you is Apple a big
threat or a mere player in the market?

“

”

Apple has always been a dominant
brand while Samsung acted as a challenger. Being challenger provided us
the narrative of being an under-dog
which helped us in creating a favorable brand perception. This gap is narrowing down, and now, both Samsung
and Apple are being perceived as
brands with equivalent strengths in
the US.
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Financial inclusion - The Indian Perspective
Savita.H | 1420454
Abstract:
This article explains the importance of
financial inclusion in India. It highlights
the unbanked majority in the country and
their seclusion from the financial services

map. It also explains in detail, the reforms
the government and RBI have undertaken

the economic activity, and furthering pro-

to promote financial inclusion and the

spects of it. On the other hand, when rural

measures

the

people do not have access to banking, they

households which have been financially

borrow from local money lenders at exorbi-

excluded.

tant rates of interest which has the potential

required

to

penetrate

to entangle them in a debt trap, and perpet-

Introduction

uate the poverty chain. Hence, the need for

Post Globalization, the growth of India

quick and extensive financial inclusion can-

has been astounding. It has moved from

not be overemphasized.

an agrarian economy to a more service
inclined economy in two decades. India’s

A picture of financial inclusion in India:

growth story is one of uneven growth and

The picture of financial inclusion in India is

development. The disparity between ur-

alarming. Out of 600,000 rural habitations

ban and rural infrastructure has been

(villages), only about 30,000 of them have

huge but it does not end here as there has

access to commercial banking services in

been no linearity in terms of the banking

some form. Indeed, less than 40 % of the

and financial services provided in the ur-

population across the country have access

ban and rural areas.

The poverty level

to bank accounts. This is less than the glob-

and access to banking (or the lack of it) is

al average of about 50 % of the world popu-

strongly related.

lation having access to banking services (See

Banks play an intermediary role by tap-

Table 1).

ping savings in an economy which is de-

We clearly see that the percentage of adults

ployed through credit disbursals to sec-

having access to formal financial institu-

tors in want of funds, thereby spurring

tions in developed countries is very high.
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Non uniform distribution of banks in India:
Yet another pointer to abysmal financial
inclusion is the distribution of brick and
mortar branch banking in India. See Table 2
below.
It is important to note that though 72.2% of
the Indian population lives in rural India,
only 39.72% of the bank branches have a
Clearly, India which is considered as the sec-

rural presence. Around 3.57% of the Indian

ond fastest growing economy has a lot to

population lives in North Eastern states

catch up in terms of financial inclusion. Re-

where as only 2.6% of the branches are lo-

search suggests that countries with lesser

cated there. Similarly, only 20% of the Indi-

income inequalities have greater financial

an population lives in the Southern part of

inclusion.

India but we have 28% of the branches lo-

Another indicator of financial exclusion in
India is the insurance penetration. Less than
10% of the Indians have life cover with even
lower access to non life insurance, at a mere
0.6 %.
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cated there. In India, average per capita
branch banking rate is one branch for every
16,000 persons reflective of a skewed
branch in a nation rated as the second fastest developing nation.
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Financial inclusion measures over the

banking with no or minimal balance require-

years:

ment. The KYC norms were simplified so that

All is, however not lost as successive governments at the centre and the states
have been seized of the problem, and several measures have been initiated and im-

people from lower income and poor literacy
levels could easily open accounts. But the sad
fact is that 90% of these ‘no frills’ accounts
are not actively used by their holders.

plemented over the years. Synopsis of

In 2006, RBI allowed the use of business facil-

those measures is as follows -

itators for providing doorstep financial ser-

Executing various reforms like the nationalization of banks in 1969 and 1980, es-

vices. Use of technology to enable electronic
fund transfer has been highly advocated.

tablishment of regional rural banks in

In 2009 , with a view to enhancing rural bank-

1975, establishing priority sector lending

ing penetration, the RBI relaxed the bank au-

norms and linking with self-help groups

thorization policy by allowing banks to open

in 1992, have no doubt contributed to the

branches in tier 3 to tier 6 centers, and also

increase in access to institutionalized fi-

in north eastern parts without prior written

nancial sector.

permission but subjected to periodic report-

In 1998, Kisan credit cards were intro-

duced to provide easy short term credit
facilities to farmers without them having
to undergo arduous credit screening process time and again. The repayment process was also made more flexible.
According to All-India Debt and Investment Survey (AIDIS), the share of noninstitutional

lenders

for

agricultural

households had declined sharply from 93
% in 1951 to about 30 % in 1991 but has
risen back to 39 % in 2002 with the share
of money lenders being 70%, 17% and 27
% respectively. These trends suggest that
a slew of measures were required, and
hence in 2005, banks were urged to provide ‘no frills’ account, offering basic
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ing. In 2011, the RBI mandated that of the
new branches a bank proposes to open, at
least 25% of them must be in the unbanked
areas. In addition, for every additional branch
that a bank opens in the under banked area
after meeting the mandatory requirements in
unbanked area, the bank will be permitted to
open a branch in a tier 1 city.
In 2014, the Prime Ministers ‘Jan Dhan Yojna’
was launched to accelerate the pace of financial inclusion. (State the number of accounts
opened since launch) Under this scheme, an
overdraft of INR 5,000 will be made available
to people having a stable account for six
months.

As

on

5th

May

2015,

around

12,54,73,000 accounts have been opened under this scheme, of which 7,50,15,000 ac-
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counts representing around 60% are from the

the locals can help create a more customer

rural areas.

friendly environment. Financial products

Future of financial inclusion
As is clear, governments have initiated several measures to foster financial inclusion. Still,
there is a lot that is need to be accomplished.
Financial literacy in India is still low. Banks
have not marketed their services in rural

parts allowing local money lenders to thrive.

can be tweaked according to the unique
needs of the rural segment. This will also
act as an employment generation model.
Not just the public sector banks but the private and foreign banks should also make
their presence felt in the rural India.

Conclusion:

Banks, therefore, should be involved in edu-

For a fast growing economy like India, hav-

cating the masses about the benefits and

ing proper financial infrastructure through

ease of use of formal banking services. The

the length and breadth of the country is

government’s move towards direct transfer

pivotal. Though some amount of progress

to LPG subsidy to the beneficiary’s bank ac-

has been reached in the recent years with

count is a step in the right direction.

the reforms of the government, a lot more

A study by the New America Foundation
and MicroSave has found that the problem

with financial inclusion in India lies with
banks not having found a way to serve the
poor customers profitably. Banks feel that
for the same cost, benefits derived by establishing a bank in urban area are much higher

needs to be accomplished. Increasing financial literacy, leveraging on technology and
promoting priority sector banking by commercial and foreign banks are important
steps. For, accomplishing the dream of a
developed India, financial inclusion is not
just necessary but a pre-requisite.

compared to its rural counterpart. One op-
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Alumni Interview
Jatin Khemani,

an alumni who worked for a

Delhi based brokerage house, leading the research activities and assisting the directors in managing the proprietary book. He has cleared all three levels of CFA(USA)
and started his own venture, Stalwart Investment Advisors

(www.stalwartvalue.com), an Investment advisor registered under SEBI,
providing advisory services to retail as well as institutional investors. They do scuttlebutt for institutional investors and corporate.
Correlation between you and your work?
Equity research is all about doing something
new every day. I have always been a very curi-

How important is it to take initiative in corporate world? Have you taken any such initiative?

ous person so it goes with my personality.

It goes without saying; you have to constantly

Every day is a new challenge and I like it.

surprise your seniors by delivering more than

Leadership according to you …

expected.
Equity research is an art and not a well struc-

It’s leading by example, trusting other's abili-

tured process, so while I was in the job, every

ties and guiding but not micro managing the

time I did a research on any company I would

execution.

always go an extra mile to surprise the direc-

How can MBA be made more practical ori-

tors. Sometimes, it was going to the auto mar-

ented?

ket and getting first hand inputs from distrib-

For finance students, get hands on experience on databases like Ace Equity/Prowess
and software like MS Excel. Make the most
out of your internship; try to get a profile

utors, sometimes it was conducting a quick
survey among friends to find out perception
about a brand and question management

based on feedback.

which would be similar to what you would
want in final placement.
Additional courses that you will suggest to our young MBAs?
Those aiming to get into equity research/investment banking, CFA (US) will be a great addition to your CV.
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A message for Christites:

What are you doing to ensure that you con-

Participate in as many fests as you can

tinue to grow and develop in the industry or

whether you win or lose is secondary, the your organization?
experience of going through it is a learning,
plus you make contacts in other MBA colleges.

I try to read as much as possible and stay updated on what's going around.

Internship could be the stepping stone in How is the professional world different from
getting you the desired profile in your desired company, take it seriously.

the life in MBA?
It’s all the more competitive out there. Howev-

Before the placement season kicks off, go er, it’s great that at Institute of Management,
through the list of companies that visited so much is inculcated in us which we carry out
campus last year and the roles they offered. in our professional life as well.
Understand each profile and see what interests you, don’t be in a hurry to get the offer
from the first company that visits campus. It
is one of the most important decisions of
your life and you get to choose just ONCE.

For Finance graduates interested in investment banking/researchGet your hands on Ace Equity/Prowess and ex-

Ask questions during the interview to get tract data, learn to run queries and play with
more clarity on the profile, and only then

data on MS Excel.

take the final decision. Remember, do what Read as much as you can, most importantly
you love and wealth will follow, so don’t let about equity markets and the economies
salary be the dominating factor in your deci- around the world. Read books on investment
sion.
management. ‘One up on wall street’ by Peter
What is the best thing that happened to Lynch would be the best to start with. Next on
your reading list should be ‘The Intelligent Inyou or you did in Christ??
I think I have been very fortunate to have
studied under such humble and knowledgeable professors like Mr. Ramkesh, who guided

me to enroll in the CFA Program.
Prof. Rajasekharan has been my guiding
force not just during college days but till
date, sir continues to guide me through thick
and thin. I am lucky to have sir as my mentor. I also made some good friends at CUIM.
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vestor’ by Benjamin Graham. Read popular investing blogs and follow popular guys on twitter & LinkedIn.

Most importantly, open a trading account and
make some small investments (not speculative
trading/intra-day). It's like swimming - you
can't learn unless you get into the water. Use
tools like screener. in and researchbytes.com
to start analyzing stocks.
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FINANCE GROUP EVENTS 2014-15
Mr.Manish Sharma,
Zonal Head Retail –
South, Edelweiss Asset
Management
Limited,
gave
a
presentation to the
students on 1st Aug
2014 on the importance of Investing and particularly
understanding
investment in mutual
funds.
He
also
stressed on the importance of staying connected with the markets in
order to be a good investor.

Mr.Ravi
Srinivasan,
Senior Associate Editor, The Hindu Business Line, addressed
the MBA finance students as a part of his
visit to the campus on
19th August 2014. As
a journalist, he was
involved in unearthing the now infamous
Harshad Mehta scam
which rocked the Indian financial markets in 90s’. He
shared his ideas on the importance of corporate governance and ethics
in the finance world.
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FINANCE GROUP EVENTS 2014-15
Mr.Saurabh
Bansal,
the founder Director
and CEO of Finat Work,
a financial advisory
firm spoke to the MBA
finance students on
26th Sept 2014 on how
students should prepare themselves for a
long corporate career.
Mr.Saurabh, being an
IIT, IIM alumnus, inspired the students
with his own experience by sharing the motivation behind achieving greater heights in
the corporate career, and the preparation that is required to achieve
their own true calling.

Mr.Vicky Crasto, an
alumnus of the Institute of Management,
shared with the finance students on 7th
Nov 2014, the importance of learning
additional skills in order to be competitive
in the work place. He
show cased some of
the products of his
company FLIP which
provides online training services in the area of banking.
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Balanced scorecard and its application
in management

Siddhanth Kansal || Ankit Kumar Singh

Abstract

Introduction

This research article focuses on
the link between balanced score
card and the general and strategic
management in an organization.
This article dwells on the increased use of balanced score
card by firms in the developed nations for strategy formulation.
Management balanced score card
brings innovation to this subject.
The research focuses on the importance of BSC and its application in planning, budgeting, strategy, risk management, quality
management etc.

Perspectives

The Balanced Scorecard has
evolved from its use as a simple
performance measurement framework in earlier times to a full strategic planning and management
tool in present days. It provides a
framework that not only provides
performance measurements, but
also enables the planners identify
what should be done and measured. It also enables executives to
execute these strategies.

The balanced scorecard helps us to
view the organization from four
perspectives, and to develop metrics, collect data and analyze it relative to each of these perspectives.
The Learning & Growth Perspective
This perspective constitutes personnel training and corporate cultural attitudes related to both the
individual and corporate selfimprovement. In a knowledgedriven organization, people are the
repository of knowledge, and the
real assets. In the current climate of
rapid technological change, it is becoming necessary for knowledge
workers to be in a continuous learning mode. Metrics can be put in
place to guide managers on focusing training efforts and resources
to obtain optimum results. It also
includes technological tools; what
the Baldrige criteria has named as
"high performance work systems."
The Business Process Perspective
This perspective refers to the inter-
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nal business processes. Metrics
based on this perspective helps
managers to know how well their
business is running, if products
and services conform to customer
requirements (the mission). These
metrics must be carefully designed by those who know these
processes most intimately; and
hence these are probably something cannot be developed by outside consultants.
The Customer Perspective
Recent management philosophy
has shown an increasing realization of the importance of customer focus and customer satisfaction in any business. In developing metrics for satisfaction, customers should be analyzed in
terms of kinds of customers and
processes for which we are
providing a product or service .
The Financial Perspective
Kaplan and Norton don't disregard the traditional need for financial data. Timely and accurate
funding data will always be a priority, and managers will do whatever necessary to provide it. With
the implementation of a corporate database, it is believed and
hoped that more of the processing can be automated and
centralized. One view is that the
current emphasis on financials
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leads to a situation where other
perspectives do not receive due attention. Perhaps there is a need to
include additional financial-related
data, like risk assessment and costbenefit data, in this category.
Implementation
Planning
The effective use of Balanced Scorecard necessitates a clear articulation of long-term goals with a strategy against which to measure and
monitor, and thus, the completion
of a Strategic Plan. With regards to
annual or Corporate Plans, the Balanced Scorecard is a vehicle to provide a well rounded, broad suite of
measures and milestones on nonfinancial elements of the plan.

Budgeting
The Balanced Scorecard provides a
useful framework for redefining the
budgeting process in a way that
aligns budgeting goals with the
strategic goals of the business.
Some firms have suggested that the
positive effect of using the two
tools in combination is further enhanced by moving to ‘rolling budgets’ allowing changes in strategy to
be reflected in the budget on an ongoing basis, rather than via annual
‘step changes’.
Quality management
The benefits of a Balanced ScoreMARCH
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card cannot be underestimated in
its ability to gather together the
complex strands and requirements of an organization and provide a single, disciplined framework for assessment, decisionmaking and measurable action
based on what we know about
what needs to
be achieved as
a business.
•Destination
Statements provide a holistic
strategic
context
against
which to identify most important
processes
where
quality initiatives are likely to
reap the biggest benefits.
•The identification of Strategic
Objectives helps translate longterm goals of the destination
statement into medium-term priorities to be reflected in operational plans.
•Performance measures are defined by strategic priorities, but
based on local ownership and operational relevance.
•Two-way communication supports downward communication
of changes in strategic direction,
and upward communication of
MARCH
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operational insights and learning.
Studies done in this field
A recent study done globally by
Bain & Co., positioned balance
scorecard fifth in a list of top ten
most widely used management
tools around the world, a list which
includes closelyrelated
strategic
planning at number one. A research conducted
of Finnish Companies about their
implementation of
balance scorecard,
involved 17 companies being interviewed representing diverse areas of businesses including food processing, beverages,
media, retailing, banking, telecommunications, metal etc. The smallest interviewed company/unit employed only360 persons; the largest
had 25,000 employees in Finland.
Findings
Most of the companies interviewed
(15/17) have four perspectives in
their scorecards, mainly those suggested by Kaplan and Norton. Two
service organizations have added a
fifth to their scorecards: "employee
perspective
Kaplan and Norton (1996b, p.300)
argue that the prior scorecard pro-
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cess works best in a Strategic
Business Unit (SBUs). In some corporations, BSCs have been applied
only on a single organizational
level, in others on various levels.
Scorecards are used basically in
two different ways. Most companies set targets for BSC measures.
Managers are held accountable
for achieving/not achieving the
targets. In a sense, the use is no
different from the idea of management by objectives. Some companies, on the other hand, appear
to have set no targets at all for
the measures. In those companies, BSCs seem to act more as an
information system than a steering device. As one business planner of a medium sized, mature
production organization commented on the role of the BSC in
his company: ‘a tool for management so that they are able to see
what to improve’.
Hence, while in some enterprises,
BSCs provide and work as a tool
for upper and lower levels of
management to agree on targets,
in others the role is more inclined
towards providing information to
managers responsible for financial targets. This is also evidenced
by the fact that few companies indicated clearly that upper level
management review lower level
BSC achievement. In other compa-
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nies, the use of BSCs rests purely
with the managers responsible for
unit performance.
The Gartner Group showed in a research that over 50% of large US
firms have adopted the BSC. More
than half of the major companies in
US, Europe and Asia are using Balanced Scorecard as their management tool, with uses also growing
in the areas like the Middle East
and Africa. Balanced Scorecard has
also been selected by the editors of
Harvard Business Review as one of
the most influential business ideas
of the past 75 years.
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Corporate Interview
Mr.

Deenadayal

is currently a principal

consultant at PA Consulting group of companies,
Bengaluru. Mr Dayal holds a B.E degree in Instrumentation Technology and a Masters in Business Administration in Finance. He has been
working with PA consulting group for 13 years. Here are a
few excerpts from the conversation with him sharing his valuable insights, experience, information and advice with respect to consulting
as a career.
In today’s business scenario, what is the scope for
consulting. Is it limited to only a few industries?
We at PA consultancy have clients across nations and across industries. Today, most of the industries use domain expert knowledge to
take informed decisions about their business. This is opening up opportunities for consultants like never before.
We have clients from varied industries like telecom, transportation,
aviation, sea ways, underground transport, education, healthcare, energy, utilities, financial services and IT to name a few.
I would say there is no sector that wouldn’t need a consultant or a
domain expert.

What are the skills, we at B-schools need to
build for a career in consulting?
It is difficult to develop technical skills like business diagnosis, project
management or change management at the university premises. These
can be learnt only through experience by working on projects.
But, we do expect students to develop their soft skills at the universities like presentation skills and writing skills which are needed at every
stage of the career irrespective of the industry.
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What are the challenges faced by the consulting industry and an individual as a
consultant?
I would say Consultancy as an industry is extremely client dependant which poses a great challenge to the work force to keep up to
the expectations of the client.
Also, when work is out-sourced, supplier delays and managing
time lines and co-ordinating between resources is quite challenging.
At an individual level, there is a lot of uncertainty about your clients, work location, working methodology and many more factors.
For a consultant, “continuous learning” is the key to success which
is quite challenging in today’s world where technology changes
day in and day out.
A consultant has to be a student all through his life!

What is the career path for a consultant?

A consultant
has to be a
student all
through his
life!

At PA consulting, a campus hire or a fresher
would be appointed as an analyst at the entry level.
He or she then grows up the ladder as a
consultant analyst, consultant, principal
consultant, managing consultant, and then
finally a partner.

Your advice for today’s youngsters, who are aspiring to be consultants?
Youngsters today need to have patience and imbibe the skill of listening. I see a lot of young talented people who cannot pay attention
to what is being told. You need to first listen well. That’s a very important yet highly neglected skill these days.
This generation is highly mobile, sophisticated and quick learners as
compared to us. I wish you all the very best for your careers.
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Social entrepreneurship in India – Trends & Challenges
Pawan Kataria 1420126
Abstract
Social enterprises are organizations that aim their efforts toward improving the
general welfare of society and they apply market‐based strategies to achieve a social purpose. The article mainly focuses on the growing trends and challenges of
social entrepreneurs in India. A large number of India’s social entrepreneurs continue to struggle as the social venturing landscape lacks appropriate sources of
funding, proper guidelines, societal recognition and suitable information systems.
Nevertheless, it’s the right time for various non‐governmental organizations
(NGOs), governmental organizations and social entrepreneurs to come forward to
encourage further development of social entrepreneurship in India.
Introduction
Social entrepreneurship is a practice
that integrates economic and social
value creation that has a long heritage
and a global presence. It is the process
of finding sustainable solutions to social problems. Social entrepreneurs
draw appropriate thinking of the business and nonprofit worlds and work in
various organizations. A social entrepreneur finds and solves social problems on a big scale. Like business entrepreneurs create and change industries, social entrepreneurs act as the
transformation agents for the society,
taking opportunities others miss, to
improve systems, invent and communicate new approaches and advance
sustainable solutions. Business entrepreneurs evaluate performance in
terms of profit and return, but on the
other hand, social entrepreneurs take
into account the positive return to society. A social entrepreneur identifies
a social problem and uses entrepreneurial principles to manage, create,
MARCH
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and arrange a venture to make social
changes.
Trends of Social Entrepreneurship in
India
Statistics from the World Bank show
that India has a population of 1.25 billion, with more than 833.5 million people living in rural areas and more than
450 million people below the poverty
line. Such figures imply that every third
Indian is deprived of his/her basic
needs. To bridge this gap, Social entrepreneurship in India is emerging because the government has not been able
to do much. Even the present Modi gov-
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ernment is very keen on promoting
social entrepreneurship to benefit the
society. The recent statistics show a
growth of more than 50% in social entrepreneurship in India in this decade.
For example, in Mumbai, non-profit
organizations educate more than
three lac children on a daily basis.From philanthropy to sustainability, the definition of Social Entrepre-

programs, at B-Schools there has been
soaring interest in social enterprise in
recent years, and schools have grown
their offerings to meet the growing demand, as shown by the data from the
Bridgespan Group.Pioneering Indian
names like Venakataswamy, Vishal
Talreja, Stan Thekaekara, Milind Ranade,
Anand Shah, Rahul Barkatky, Sunil Abraham and Shalabh Sahai, among others,

neurship has evolved and will keep
evolving with time and needs of the
country. More recently, social entrepreneurship is gaining ground in India, with more and more youth showing interest in this field, including
those from prestigious IIMs and IITs.
The top B-schools in India have realized this and started to offers programs on social entrepreneurship.
MBA programs today are mentoring
not just leaders of the industry, but
also crusaders for social wellbeing.
Any program teaching business skills
needs to train their graduates to serve
both companies and society. Versed in
both business and social principles,
this new breed of MBAs will be able to
navigate complexity and create opportunities to sustain the world we live
and work in. Across all of the top MBA

are social entrepreneurs in India. The
social entrepreneurship model is working very effectively in the fields of
healthcare, education and livelihood.
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Dr. Venakataswamy founded Aravind
Eye Hospital in 1976 as a way to provide
affordable eye-care to the millions who
had no access to healthcare. From its
humble origins of 11-bed clinic manned
by 4 medical officers, it has now
bloomed into one of the world’s largest
facilities for standard eye-care. In the
same way, Muhammad Yunus started
the Grameen Bank that initiated the concept of microcredit in developing countries in Asia, Latin America and Africa
for which he was awarded a Nobel Peace
Prize.
In recent years, ‘not-for-profit’ has been
pushed to the back because of responsi-
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ble lenders and social enterprises are
being run more like businesses today.
Various financial institutions and venture capital firms are investing in forprofit entities
with
social
causes. Interestingly, Education,
Healthcare
and Rural Development are
some profitable sectors in
social
entrepreneurship.
The Education
sector
has
shown a significant degree of growth potential
and financial stability. It represents
the highest number of profit-making
enterprises (38%) among other sectors. On the other hand, the health
sector currently produces a very small
number of profit-making entities. It
has the lowest percentage of lossmaking enterprises (13%). However,
Rural Development sector demonstrated the largest revenue increase
last year and there could be more surprises in store. Some 41% percent of
enterprises in Rural Development sector are currently breaking even. Looking at the profitability over the years,
it is clear that social enterprises are
indeed profitable.

attention can surely encourage new entrants towards effective social entrepreneurial initiatives in India. There are
nevertheless
tremendous
hurdles
and
challenges that
many social entrepreneurs face
while operating
in India and
that hinder the
entrance of new
social entrepreneurial
ventures. Some major
challenges
are outlined as
follows:

Challenges for Social Entrepreneurship in India

The major challenge for the Indian entrepreneur is lack of financial sources.
Generally, the social entrepreneurs run

The positive feedback of success and
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Lack of Education in Entrepreneurship:
Entrepreneurship in India is still encumbered by the traditional educational system of the country. As education is the
main source for promoting entrepreneurship in the business sector of the
economy, Indian education system lacks
curriculum on entrepreneurship development. Because of this gap in the Indian education system, the country’s entrepreneurial sector is still underdeveloped and struggling. The business
schools that have developed curriculum
on entrepreneurship are also lacking in
terms of social entrepreneurship.
Lack of Financial Assistance:
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their business with their own funds or
by raising funds from the local money
lenders at a high rate of interest,
which sometimes becomes a financial
burden on them. The reason behind
this is the bank’s aversion to providing loan facilities for social entrepreneurs given the various social complications attached with them. Consequently, the social enterprises have to
deal with the challenge of facing a
hostile reaction from financial institutions and governments as far as funding is concerned. This forces social entrepreneurs to take a tougher path of
approaching venture capitalist and
philanthropic organizations.
Social and Cultural Effect:
In India, the social and cultural perception of social entrepreneurship
sometimes becomes a challenge for
social entrepreneurs in running their
business activities. In case of the WHI
Water Health International (WHI), the
major focus of this social venture was
to awaken the people to various water
diseases and how they can be cured,
but people were still doubting how
and why WHI is providing the purified
water at such a low cost. This impression shows the lack of knowledge or
foresightedness of the local community in distinguishing a social business
from a normal profit‐driven business.
Lack of Government support:
Lack of government support is a major hindrance for social business development in India. Currently, the gov-
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ernment is not providing any kind of assistance for promoting these social
cause ventures. The government’s policies and regulations for social entrepreneurs are very complex and strict, with
no tax incentives or subsidies being provided for a social business that acts as
major impediment to the growth of social businesses in India.
Lack of Skilled Manpower:

Social enterprises have to get competent
manpower from a variety of sources,
professionals, volunteers, laborers and
community participants. To align the
motives of all these groups with the long
term growth of the organization is a
challenge for the entrepreneurs. In order
to attain their mission in a holistic manner, social enterprises typically employ
manpower from the underprivileged sector of the society, causing increased
costs as these people are uneducated
and unskilled.
Social entrepreneurs in India face a variety of challenges and problems in their
day to day operations, and while many
of them have come a long way in meeting these challenges, there remains a
long journey ahead in terms of accomplishing their social mission.
.Conclusions and Suggestions

Social entrepreneurship holds the key
for future development in India. It is
here to stay and could be the major economic growth factor for India. In the
days to come, Social entrepreneurs will
play a crucial role in the advancement of
social changes. India possesses capable
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human resources and has made exceptional progress in achieving scientific and technological capabilities. India is experiencing an increase in social entrepreneurship and attempts by
social entrepreneurs to find affordable solutions to various social problems of society. Based on these observations, a few workable suggestions
could help Indian social entrepreneurs
in achieving their objectives:
Social enterprise should use the network approach with other social enterprises to avail the opportunities
that are available in the market. It not
only helps them to educate the consumer but also to set the market
standards. The social enterprises
should work together to educate customers about the difference between
their product and those offered
(possibly at lower prices) by other
businesses. This would increase the
demand for their products by the people who support their cause. This network approach can have a strong influence on the government to provide
liberal tax policies and investment
regulations for the social enterprises.
Social entrepreneurs should assist
higher education institutes in India in
developing curriculum that instills social entrepreneurship in their students
and provides social enterprises with
access to good quality managers and
promoters.

mostly in the southern and western
parts of India. It is due to the jurisdictional focus of many of these enterprises which leads to a regional imbalance in
the growth of social entrepreneurship
within the country. These enterprises
should try to expand their operations to
act as a mentor for similar organizations
in the under‐serviced areas of the country. Balancing the growth of social entrepreneurship in the country would go a
long way in solving the social problems
of a large population spread over the
length and breadth of the country. In order to follow through with these suggestions, NGOs, governmental agencies and
social groups need to come together to
assist social entrepreneurs in building a
healthy platform for social enterprise
development in India.
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Regional disparities have been observed in this study, where the most
of the social enterprises are operating
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Mr.

Ramesh Babu

has been associated with the Gal-

lagher product since 1996. The Gallagher Group Limited
of New Zealand are pioneers in Power Fence and security
systems for more than seventy years. My work has
been in managing and implementing perimeter security
solutions for the past Seventeen years. I have been involved
in overseeing and implementing more than 150 projects involving perimeter security and other systems like CCTV, access control, guard tour management, gate automation, visitor management, and so on.
What is your current job profile?
I am the director of Kayenn Integrated
Solutions Private Ltd and my job is running the business operations` of the
company.
How do you motivate your employees?
Appreciation is the key! Appreciating
their work and service to the company is
the prime motivating factor. Other than
that, providing incentives and various facilities, promotions and recognition for
good work done are various ways to motivate co-workers.
Which accomplishment in your present
position are you proud of and why?
Implementing a security product at
DRDO was an accomplishment as it was a
highly sensitive installation. We have provided security solutions to the National
Intelligence Team and surveillance security at a prominent scientific research institute in the country.
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Describe the nature of the business activity your organization is engaged in.
We fulfil the security requirements of our
clients by providing solutions that effectively safeguard their facilities. The procedure involves understanding the requirement which varies from site to site. Based
on the requirement, we design a solution;
procure the necessary security gadgets
and materials; and implement the project
at the facility. Once the project is complete, we are also involved in maintenance
of the system through on-going check-ups
and correctional measures. It is quite like
taking care of your body. Periodic checks
are needed to maintain and ensure good
health of the system.
How do you catch upon an accumulated
backlog of work after a vacation or a conference?
Proper planning with the back office support staff before you leave and keeping tab
on actions, even during the course of the
vacation is useful. It is important to be
able to multi task.
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Tell me about some situations in
which you became frustrated or impatient when dealing with (customers,
co-workers). How did you handle the
problem?
Due to the technical nature of the product, there are always differences in understanding the solution provided in
comparison with what the customer requires. The method of implementation
keeps changing based on the rules and
regulations of the clients’ facility, and
we need to adapt to the change. Delays
due to clearance, approvals and other
factors also keep occurring. If one gets
frustrated with the above problems it is
better to delay decision making for an
hour or a day, and to approach the situation in a calm and fresh manner. How
we deal with various problems depends
on the kind of situation we are facing
and solving the problem, be it technical
or managerial. With regard to coworkers, there are delays in executing
tasks, lack of or delay in important
communication amongst co-workers,
actions not initiated on time and so on.
We need to patiently train them and
make them understand the importance
of getting the job done without getting
frustrated.
What are your long terms and short
term plans for your company? Are
they in writing?
Short term plans are to effectively deliver on existing commitments. It is always a short term plan to implement
changes and streamline operations to
improve business efficiency – like makMARCH
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ing policies and reorganizing organizational structure. The long term plans are
to expand the business and develop new
and different strategies to release bottle
necks and ease out operations.
What kind of products and services
your company provide and to whom
(organizations)?
To put it in a nutshell, we provide products for Physical Security Systems for
various establishments. Physical Security
is a system of mechanical and electronic
products designed to deny unauthorized
access to facilities, equipment and resources, and to protect personnel and
properties from damage or harm. This
involves the use of multiple layers of interdependent systems like CCTV surveillance and protective barriers like power
fence, locks, security guards, access control protocols and so on.
We provide these integrated security Solutions to various establishments like IT
Parks, Defence establishments, manufacturing units, airports, government organizations, corporations, SEZs and so on.
The increase in threats to security is creating a need for such systems in the Education, Health care and Residential sectors too. The Power Fence is a safe product in that the pulse is non-lethal. The
system is designed for deterrence and
detection of intrusions into the facility.
There are solutions where one can opt
for only deterrence or only detection or
both.
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You often travel to different places,
is it to promote your products or do
you like to give some other justification for it?
Travel happens for reasons such as
meeting new, potential and existing
customers. With New customers, we
assist them in understanding the
need for securing their establishment.
We explain, how our products and integrated solutions can cater to their
specific security needs. We explain
the difference between a passive barrier (wall/barbed wire fence/chain
link fence) and an active barrier
(Power Fence, Deflection sensor, Disturbance sensor). We also promote
the technology of the product which
can secure and protect any facility
from intrusions through the deterrence and detection factors. Using the
central monitoring facility the system
can be integrated with various security gadgets such as CCTV cameras, fire
safety systems, public address systems, access control, visitor management, gate automation, perimeter
lighting, and so on. These augment
the perimeter security system, creating a robust, multi layered secure enclosure.

INTERVIEW

What qualities should a MBA graduate possess to take on the challenges? Your opinion on this.
An MBA graduate should understand
the importance of managing resources
and must make an effort to thoroughly understand the subject matter. He
or she must develop the caliber to undertake challenges and complete
them. Good, clear, crisp communication is of utmost importance. You
must learn to leverage your strengths
in any given situation and reduce the
impact of weaknesses. Identifying and
developing ones’ strengths builds confidence and is more helpful in the
long run.

What are the major projects executed
in India?

Since security is a highly sensitive field
of work, disclosing our installations is
against our policy. As discussed previously, we provide solutions to all sectors from residential complexes, deWe have more than 300 security infence, airports and even prisons!
stallations all over the country and
visit these existing customers to
make sure the supplied/installed
equipment
continuously
satisfies
their security needs.
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‘What happened? You still haven’t managed to get a job?’ This is probably one
of the most frequently encountered
questions by PhD students everywhere
in the world. From the time of joining a
PhD programme till the time the degree
is awarded, the struggle is on for giving
satisfactory explanation to the rather
perpetual curiosity of relatives, friends,
and often times, the ‘met only once but
I am still your well-wisher’ types whom
you meet on social occasions. Keeping
in mind their common traits, I am taking the liberty to label them as ‘Curious
Cases’. Most of the curious cases seem
to suffer short term memory loss as
they keep repeating the same question
in the same tone every time they see
you.
The moment your well-wishers realise
(with shock) that even after completing
the Masters programme you don’t have
a corporate tag around your neck that
proudly announces your allegiance in
the corporate world, your merit goes
down on their material scale. The rating
by these judges, who are very vocal of
their opinions, gets further degraded
when they brand you as an over aged
and deluded student trying to get
‘another degree’. Now, do these ratings
matter? Well... sometimes they do.
Thanks to the audacity of the curious
cases in garnering the required moral
support and sympathy for you in your
inability for not having managed to get
a job when your friends and cousins
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Dr.Binu P. Paul is now a proud Associate Professor at Institute of Management, Bengaluru. While poverty has
been addressed in substantial detail
by Christ University; the author does
not make any tall claims about his
hysteria and delusion.

draw five figure salary, and have flown to
the US at least once for an onsite assignment, on family get-togethers and social
gatherings, you become a helpless witness
to the downward flight of your social
pecking order travelling at an unbelievably
pernicious pace.

Typically, by the time you are half way
through the PhD programme, you would
have perfected the art of dodging questions about why you haven’t found your
way into the job market. By the time one
is in the final stages of writing the thesis,
the student would have developed strong
linguistic defence mechanisms, armed
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with technical vocabulary capable of
warding off the onslaught of malign
commentators and console benign inquisitors. Trust me, when I say that it
makes a difference to tell someone that
you are ‘trying to examine structural
incompetence in the social fabric of
India to implore policy makers to see
reason in the need for initiating customised policies capable of addressing
the perils of outliers in our society’,
instead of simply saying that your PhD
is about the problems faced by tribal
communities in India.
Things are fine as long as you are in the
comforting company of fellow scholars.
They express solidarity with your plight
and share your view to seek retribution
at an opportune moment for the comments and commotion raised by the curious cases about your delayed but socially much desired entry into the job
market. They request the pleasure of
your company in being part of the endless discussions, which gets labelled by
casual onlookers as unproductive verbal
exercise by insignificant souls, which
start at the University coffee house in
the dawn and gets stretched to the nearby church of Bacchus towards dusk.
Forced to live on a shoe string budget,
this was especially true until recently in
the case of PhD students in India and
conduct the head scratching exercise in
front of parents to obtain financial support for a much needed conference attendance, I am sure that a large proportion of PhD students in India would find
themselves in the lowest quantile of the
most unhappy persons on planet earth.
Astounding irregularity in the receipt of
university fellowships, tedious paper
work associated with obtaining the
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sanction orders and indifferent attitude of
the administration, though not necessarily
in that order, have significant roles in
making life miserable for those who aspire to obtain the highest earned academic degree.
The long hours spent in front of the monitor, the tired eyes giving the image that
you are a big time ‘Grasshopper’, fingers
that always move as if tapping on invisible
key board, skipped meals and the
wretched and ragged attire; all work
against PhD students in their social life,
and get themselves branded by the uninitiated (the non-PhD students) as hysteric.
Albeit the penury in material comforts
and social life, most of the students do
not back out from the race for 15-30 pages in a high impact refereed journal or
give up their effort to put together some
three hundred odd pages as a monograph
or as a collection of essays with a title and
their name on the cover page or shy away
from the Toms and Jerry game called
‘Open defence of the thesis. I say Toms
and Jerry because in an open defence the
student (Jerry) is expected to shield the
shower of arrows from the experts and
audience (Toms), where suddenly everyone in the room gets curious about what
you have been doing in the last four years
and yells “I have a question for you”.

Now that I am employed, disregarding the
dexterity demanded in the demeanour of
a PhD holder, the next time I sense a diatribe from the curious cases I will be happy saying “Yes bud..I have managed to get
a job....now you wanna know when I will
become a father?”
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Social Entrepreneurship

Mary Sharon Sagar

The term ‘Social Entrepreneurship’ seems like an oxymoron with philosophies that
are at odds with each other – the term ‘Social’ implying using one’s energies and
resources for the benefit of society and the word ‘Entrepreneur’ implying using the
same for the overriding goal of personal profit. However, two terms have often
synergised where individuals have come forward and set up independent enterprises with the objective of societal change and benefit.
What is it?
Social Entrepreneurship essentially
means bringing about change in society for the good of those marginalised
and deprived. It is, however, distinct
from a traditional NGO in the sense
that there is greater focus on bringing
about long-term, broad changes rather
than small scale and time-limited
changes. Also, there is a strong difference in the functioning of the two with
social entrepreneurship applying the
concepts of an independent business
to a social enterprise, and traditional
NGOs being rather loosely structured.
The greatest distinction is that social
entrepreneurs consider the affected
people as part of the solution and not
as passive beneficiaries. However, this
is not to disparage one at the expense
of the other. There are enough places
for both to exist in society since their
common goal is to benefit humanity.
How does it work?
Social Entrepreneurs have a strong focus on the inner workings and sustainability of their enterprises. The func-
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tioning of their enterprises is to create
change within society - profit is not a
goal, or remains secondary. This is in
direct contrast to traditional entrepreneurs who have one eye always on the
bottomline, which is necessary to ensure
their survival.
While there are many social entrepreneurs who advocate the traditional notfor-profit model, there is a rising school
of thought which believes that social entrepreneurs must make some profits in
the interest of long-term survival and
sustainability. These profits must be
ploughed back into the working and
growth of the enterprise. Another model
of social entrepreneurship is where
profits in the form of token dividends
are distributed to investors and shareholders. One viewpoint is that this will
lead to greater acceptance and penetration of this type of entrepreneurship in
society, but I personally believe this will
lead to blurring of motives and dilution
of the philosophies which bring about
the genesis of such organisations.
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Challenges
The biggest challenge in social entrepreneurship remains the same as in
traditional entrepreneurship – the
problem of funding. However, the rise
of social entrepreneurship has also
spawned a rise in organisations that
provide support to social entrepreneurs. Ashoka: Innovators for the
Public, established by Bill Drayton, is a
great example of this.
Another challenge to social entrepreneurs is to ensure the functioning of
their organisations with a cohesive
strategy in place that is also forwardlooking and long-term. Many a time,
the passion for change drives the
birth of social entrepreneurs, but they
fizzle out in the long run due to shorttermism or the absence of a wellfounded strategy for the organisation.

One aspect that social entrepreneurs
have to take cognisance of is providing and ensuring quality in their output. Low-cost alternatives (e.g Government initiatives) are aplenty, the real
challenge lies within providing solutions that are genuinely impactful and
lasting.

ghese Kurien to latter day social entrepreneurs like Kailash Satyarthi and Bunker Roy of Barefoot College. Extensive
and effective work is being done in the
fields of education, public health, microfinance, vocational training and environment in our country. A welcome trend in
the recent past is that of well-educated
Indians, such as Rikin Gandhi of Digital
Green (agriculture), Harvard-educated
Leila Janah of Samasource (providing
dignified employment to the poor), Cambridge & Princeton-educated Akanksha
Hazari of m.Paani (access to basic resources like water) using their skills and
abilities for the good of mankind rather
than personal gain.
Our hope
With the world rising up to take notice
of social entrepreneurs, it is up to these
distinct type of entrepreneurs to use
their passion and skills to not just create lasting impact in society, but also to
ensure that they have a concrete strategy in place, ensure sustainability of their
enterprise and most importantly, not
lose sight of their driving force – their
philosophy of “If not you, then who?”

Social Entrepreneurship in India
Social Entrepreneurship finds a conducive environment in our country
due to two aspects - the inherent need
for it and our culture's emphasis on
welfare of the society. Our country
has been the birthplace and the beneficiary of many social entrepreneurs,
beginning with luminaries such as
Vinobha Bhave, Ela Bhatt, and Dr. Ver-
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The Christ Cameo HR Team had the opportunity to
meet

Prof. J Phillip,

the founder and

Director Emeritus of XIME. Prior to being in the
field of education and institution-building, Prof.

Phillip had served as the Director of IIM-B for a
period of six years and had served as Professor and Dean of XLRI even before. His contributions to various management schools and
his publications have earned him the accolades
of being the home-grown management Guru. We spent a
brief one hour with him engaging in talks of his myriad experiences and his take on today’s HR scenario.
Q.5 How has Human Resources as a function evolved over the last few decades? We believe you have been at the core of the profession all these years...

(Laughing) Well, yes, I have been in the field since 1960...almost 55 years - two
generations now. When we were changing the curriculum at XLRI, I was the
Chairman of the Review Committee there. The subjects initially were primarily
focussed on social work and welfare. From there it has moved onto labour/
industrial and legal relations. In the third phase, we came into HR. And the
fourth phase mainly talks about refinement that has happened with regard to
knowledge workers.
HR is now, catering to both industrial workers and knowledge workers. And
the main issue is retention. In other words, a key issue that a HR is concerned
about in today’s organizations is managing the aspirations of the employees.
A HR manager is faced with issues of (a) Employee equity, and (b) Growth
opportunities.
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Q.2 Professor, are these insights based on your experiences at SAIL and Oberoi as
well or only as an academician?

Well, honestly, my experiences at SAIL and Oberoi were at two different ends.
We had to deal with industrial workers in SAIL, whereas, in Oberoi, the workers
were more skilled and educated. A person from SAIL may not be transferrable,
whereas in Oberoi, the problem of losing employees was eminent.
We were on two issues in SAIL – Industrial and Legal. Whereas, the hospitality
industry is a global industry and a booming one. We had two specific issues at
Colombo and Singapore. At Colombo, we had around 30 % turnover a year, and
in Singapore, we were blood white in two years! There was another instance –
we had a hotel at Sinai – a partial desert and a partial tourist destination. Posting people there was tough.
Also, I was closely associated with various Public Sector Companies during my
tenure at SAIL and IIM-B. We conducted some special studies on leadership and
company effectiveness etc., and a total study about HRD in the public sector in
the entire country.
All these occasions have given me insights on the importance of Human relations in organizations, and how they have evolved over years?

Q.3 You have been termed an ‘Institution-Builder’. How has your membership
in the associations such as ABBS (Association of BRICS B-schools) helped in institution-building?

It is more about sharing and network-building. We teach students to be a good
networker and we encourage open society. I have always said that there is so
much to learn from each other though not everyone practises the virtue of sharing. Every institution has something to contribute, something they excel in,
from which we can gain knowledge.
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Q.4 What were your key takeaways from Harvard that we should practice
in Indian B-Schools?
The case-study method is religiously followed there. There used to be a
joke that the opening and closing of the door would also be a case
(laughs). The advantage of a case method is that it helps the students develop
their decision-making, they learn to hit the bull’s eye. This is possible only
when they have good analytical ability. Also, they are highly achievementdriven as if bitten by a bug. Hence, there is a virtual transformation.

“

The main point is to make sessions interactive. When Harvard started the case
method, the Dean wanted to make sessions interactive. That was the sole
purpose. Tools like simulation, role play etc. are meant to achieve the same.
Hence, pedagogy is where Indian B-schools should improve.

”

Q.5 As a concluding question, could you tell us what you think are the
three important qualities/competencies that a student graduating from a Bschool possess – especially a HR student?
Various studies and my experiential learning have told me that the first thing
is always, communication – both oral and written. The second one would be
comfort with uncertainty. There is a book called Passion for Excellence that
says only two things count. Take exceptional care of your customers and constantly innovate. That is it. This is everything to do with management. Deriving from here, I would say the third competency should be the ability to constantly innovate. These three qualities should always be accompanied by a
drive for achievement.

Q.5 There is so much more that we can learn from your insights and this
interview has given us just the right window to peek into a few of your
perspectives. Thank you so much for your valuable time.

(Smiling) Like I said, we encourage open society. Anybody is welcome to network, share and gain. Have a good evening!
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WORKFORCE ANALYTICS: MAKING THE MOST OF A CRITICAL ASSET
“Analytics does not have to be a whip used to increase the stroke count associated with extracting
more from individuals. Rather, it can provide the
opportunity to build a more effective, empowered
and engaged workforce that increases the value
of the larger organization.”
This is a definitive statement to the power of
workforce analytics as a core driver of an organization’s success. For organizations that want to
achieve best in-class status and maximize their
performance and profitability, workforce analytics have become a “must have.” In such a competitive landscape, workforce analytics are no
longer a “nice to have”.
Workforce management is always a challenge for
organizations of all sizes. Proper workforce
planning to evaluate ability and utilization of
workforce provides strategic intent to organizations through the usage of workforce analytics.
Workforce analytics can measure efficiency of
workforce, provides correct information for decision making and improve the productivity of
firms through identification of the gaps. Workforce analytics tools are best of the breed practices of workforce management.
One reason, organizations fail to use workforce
analytics is the lack of a simple paradigm that
informs how analytics help businesses compete.
In fact, there is a general sense in many organizations that workforce analytics is simply measurement, head count, labor costs, turnover, and
so on.
In short, successful workforce analytics involves
modeling data to understand the past, present
and future drivers of organizational performance. It is a rigorous and systematic approach
to defining workforce problems and testing successful solutions. It informs what tools and processes the organization should put in place to
achieve its highest potential. Finally, analytics is
most successful when applied to an immediate
and pressing business problem whose solution
is critical for competitive success.
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Another reason why workforce analytics has
not been widely applied in companies is that
many executives often see getting access to the
needed information as too difficult and time
consuming. Executives often rely on their own
intuition and seek to avoid “analysis paralysis.”
Analytics often means challenging the fundamental assumptions that form the foundation
of their intuition and requires a disciplined approach to solving problems that some executives find uncomfortable.
Meaningful analysis almost always requires the
integration of data from financial, operational,
sales, and human resource systems. Unfortunately, these systems are often set up to support their separate owners, functional silos, and
administrative processes. Each function worries
about the security of the data and how it will be
used, in many cases, each system has different
definitions of common concepts and different
levels of quality and refresh cycles. This pattern
of data ownership and system as silos makes
rapid, as well as continuous integration of data
frequently challenging.
Still, other companies have a cultural bias
against adopting a disciplined analytics approach to people, believing that people are not
inanimate parts. For some, analytics is often
thought of as a cold, heartless way to manage a
workforce — a Tayloristic approach to reducing
individuals to cells on a spreadsheet. However,
we argue that companies can use workforce analytics to make more justifiable decisions and
prevent arbitrary actions that can have a negative impact on individuals.
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Corporate Interview
Deepak Anand

HR Leader, Dell R&D, India
I am an MBA in Human Resource from
XISS, Ranchi. I am also a Mathematics
graduate. Similarities and contradictions
between the world of numbers and
people have always fascinated me.
I am married to Aditi who is also an HR
professional. We are blessed with an
eight months old baby girl, Lunasha. Yoga, music, cycling and playing with my
daughter is my passion.
Your advice to the upcoming HR students, current opportunities in the industry etc.
HR is a strategic function and critical to
business success. Talent is the key
source of competitive advantage for
most organizations today. HR can create,
influence and drive that agenda. I recommend HR students to invest time in understanding business and link their HR
subject matter expertise to impact it positively. Understanding the big picture
and integrating your role to the larger
organizational purpose will be a key differentiator going forward.

Your career path and life in Dell.
Dell is one of the best organizations to
work for. Transparency, high ethical standards, and a meaningful career development are the cornerstones of the organization. Dell invests in building a strong pool
of technical and managerial talent across
the spectrum of roles.
Have worked in SAP Labs and TCS before
Dell.
I am fortunate to have navigated through
multiple roles in my career such as Compensation & Benefits, Talent Acquisition,
Competency Management, Employee Relations, HR Business Partnership and Mergers & Acquisitions.
Leaving the comfort zone and taking up
new challenges are my drivers in professional and personal life.
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Your experiences with the Christ MBAHR students.

Your interactions with the HR student
fraternity.

I have had the opportunity to work with
Christ HR students and alumni few times
in my career. A good blend of conceptual
clarity, street-smartness and hard work
makes them very compelling candidates
for success in the corporates.

I find engagement with HR students very
fulfilling. It’s my way of giving back to
the community I belong.
I like the go-getter attitude in them. They
are a set of very bright and confident individuals and there is a lot to learn from
them. They have potential not only to
impact the future organizations but also
the country. My engagement with them is
often very interactive. I motivate them to
think out-of-box and be entrepreneurial
in their approach.

There is so much more that we can
learn from your insights and this interview has given us just the right window
to peek into a few of your perspectives.
Thank you so much for your valuable
time.

Your opinion on the current student curriculum - the gap between the corporate
and academic life

Academic life is about knowledge, corporate is about skills. Leadership skills
command premium. Interpersonalsensitivity, work ethics and application
of knowledge are key ingredients to
climb up the corporate ladder. MBA curriculum in particular must be focused
on practical application and industry exposure. The good news is that in the last
few years, there have been concerted efforts by institutions to bridge this gap.

(Smiling) Like I said, we encourage open
society. Anybody is welcome to network,
share and gain. Have a good evening!
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Shadowing experience of students
Nikhil Nandakumar with Deepak Anand, Dell R & D
I was offered the opportunity to Shadow Mr. Deepak Anand, Head,HR, Dell R
&D. Seated at the Dell office in Bagmane Tech Park, Bengaluru, Mr. Anand
takes care of the HR operations in Delhi, Chennai and Bengaluru R & D centers.

that HRs need to focus on the business
more and align HR practices to business needs. The underlining message
was that business always comes first
and only adherence to this philosophy
will help employees make a good career in any organization.

First, I was invited for a one on one
meeting with his subordinate, Mr Mahendra, who is in charge of Learning
and OD at Dell R & D. Team building
activities for a leadership summit to be
conducted was discussed. The main
learning from this meeting was the
manner in which a superior and subordinate discuss, and how the superior
suggests changes in the events proposed without infringing on the subordinate’s freedom.

The shadowing programme was a very
fruitful exercise and more such initiatives in the future would augur well
for budding managers to better fit into
the corporate culture.

This meeting was followed by a discussion with 6 students from XISS, Ranchi
on the career and hiring pattern of corporate. The discussion gave an insight
into the practices and concerns in other
B-Schools in India.
Next, I accompanied Mr. Deepak and
various Division heads of Dell R & D for
lunch. Lunch was a time for candid conversations with the Senior Engineers
and Architects at Dell.
Lunch was followed by another meeting
with the different division heads. Here,
practices to enhance productivity and
encourage innovation were discussed.
The meeting revolved around new concepts like cross functional knowledge
sharing and mentoring programmes.
Lastly, I was given an opportunity for
one on one discussion with Mr. Deepak
on how to accelerate career growth and
maximize learning. Chief learning was
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Sakshi Thakur with Mr. Amit Jha
Selection Process
I was nominated for the program
along with 3 other fellow students. We
had to send across our resume along
with the Statement of Purpose. Based
on that, telephonic interviews were
held by a person from NHRD. Most of
the interview questions were based on
resume and a few technical questions.
The interview was conducted for 20
minutes. After the interviews, 3 of us
were selected for the program. Selected students were called for an orientation session. I could not attend the
session as I was not in Bengaluru. The
student coordinator mailed to me the
orientation presentation for the guidelines to be followed.
I got a mail with all the details attached i.e. the schedule for the program, the company name and address.
Initially I was supposed to visit HCL;
however, it was later changed to Fidelity Business Services.
Actual Visit
I first met Mr. Amit Jha (Head Strategy
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and Risk Management). He asked us
about the summer internship project.
He briefed us for about an hour. The
content was about the main business
of the organization and how the HR
function is organized in the company.
As he was busy, he introduced me to
Mr. Balaji Govindarajan (VP Talent Development division). Mr. Balaji has
around 25 years of experience. He informed me that the main functions
that are performed by Talent Development division are succession planning,
leadership development and enable
learning. He also talked about a few
problems faced such as aligning all HR
systems and databases. Challenges
faced by TD team are that a few employees come with wrong objectives
(i.e. other than learning), it is difficult
to change viewpoint of managers as
they have a very crucial part to play in
the learning process, and another challenge is that it is difficult to verify the
effects of learning.

Company uses different methods such
as webinars, Facebook equivalent
(Rebiitt), classroom teaching (technical),
online courses, action learning games
and CSR as learning tools. A few programs are outsourced but in such cases,
an internal performance consultant
works with them.

ARTICLE

The TD division is also focused on managing diversity by providing training.
Women who join after maternity leave
are assigned a mentor to make their
transition smooth and easy.
Mr. Balaji shared with me one of the reports of summer internship project
completed last year on diversity. He had
a meeting to attend so we were again
taken to Mr. Amit Jha. He asked us
about the experience and our learnings.
He also gave us a chance ask questions
and later he introduced us to the HR
Head.

Feedback from HR Students
The immense knowledge, skill and experience that we gain at
Christ through fests, industry visits, workshops, seminars etc.
is invaluable. Christ provides platforms not just for the Cor-

porate careers but also for aspiring young entrepreneurs to
convert their dreams in to reality. Christ has helped me
mould myself for the Corporate World. I will cherish every
moment in this college, and I know that I can face the challenges ahead with what I have learnt here!
– Ashica Bhandary, II yr, MBA-HR
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This course has made me more self-aware. Through subjects like Human
Resources Skills, I was able to understand my strengths and weaknesses.
The groups formed in class were helpful in understanding the group dynamics and made me a better team player. The workshops, guest lectures
and activities conducted from time to time were helpful in blending theory
with practice in the corporate world.

Nitesh Dhull, II yr, MBA-HR

My life in Christ has been amazing filled with a variety of experiences. Being
a student of HR, apart from the theory, I have got good exposure to the
practical side of it, in terms of its applicability. The faculties are approachable and have guided us throughout...I would say, Christ has helped me grow,
leaps and bounds!

Prarthana Sharma, II yr, MBA-HR

From an individual who was confused in taking up Human Resources or
Marketing as my specialization, I am now proud to say, I made the right
choice in choosing HR as my specialization. From faculties who are more
than wiling to help you with any subject clarifications starting from the
even simplest of doubts to their open appreciation and support for all the
extra curricular activities, that we, as HR students undertake. We, indeed
have an amazing faculty to help us get the most out of our extensive syllabus. Regarding the syllabus all the subjects relating to HR from Training
and Development, Performance Review and Service, Performance Management, Labour Law 1 & 2, etc., have all been covered effectively. It was
also a proud moment, when we came to know that we were one of the first
B-Schools in India to start a course on HR Anaytics as a mandatory and
important component of the HR Course Syllabus. From the syllabus to different additional courses on Competency Mapping and Facilitation Assignment for which I have been grateful to be a part of it, has certainly added
a lot of value for me as an MBA HR Graduate. Hence, with such a highly
competent faculty and such a complete course along with the valuable
add on courses, I do believe, we stand above the rest when it comes to having one of the best HR/OB Department in all of B-schools in India.
Anish Baben, II yr, MBA-HR
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Corporate Connect & HR club activities
Speaker :

Rahul Laxman

The lecture was conducted by Mr
Rahul Laxman, working as an HR executive with Oracle India Pvt., Ltd. He completed his PGDM from St Josephs, Bengaluru and did his B-tech in Electronics &
Instrumentation from FISAT Engineering
College, Cochin, Kerala. He is also a playback singer and has performed on various stage programs in India and abroad.
The topic for the corporate interface session was "A journey from classroom to
the cubicle".
From the start of the session itself, he
made it clear that he did not intend taking a classroom lecture. Rather he would
enjoy an interactive session.
He started off the session by dividing
everyone into groups of six. And each
group brainstormed on “What they
think HR does in an organisation?"
There were wonderful responses from
all students who were well appreciated.
Followed by which, he talked about organizational resources which can also be
termed as the 4 M's i.e. Man, Machine,
Material and Money. Then he spoke
about the relevance of theory and HR
concepts, and how they play an important role in an organisation.

This was followed by a presentation wherein each slide had some visuals, and we were asked to interpret the
same. It received massive responses
from each one of us which he tried connecting to real world applications in HR.
He spoke about two B's in recruitment,
Build or Buy, challenging role of HR in
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talent retention and about HR's role in
fully engaging employees in an organisation.
He concluded by giving tips. One should
focus on when attending an interview.
Firstly, being strong in HR concepts, secondly knowing which area suits our interests at the same time to be open to
grab whatever comes in, and lastly doing
our job with full interest and will. This
was followed by a Q & A session.
The overall session by Mr Rahul was very
informative and interactive. It made us
realize the importance of HR theory.
What we learn in our classrooms and
how to apply them in the organisation.
At the same time, enlightened our
knowledge on the role of HR, and how to
be a HR professional in the future which
each one of us is looking forward to.
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Corporate Connect & HR club activities
Speaker :

Venkatesh Ashwin

Introduction
This HR club activity session was a
corporate interface “Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People" conducted
by Mr. Venkatesh Ashwin from Mindtree Ltd who has an experience of over
14 years in IT services/ITES organizations in talent acquisitions and staffing function of Human resources.
Meaning of habit
A habit is a routine of behavior that is
repeated regularly and tends to occur
unconsciously.
Creating a habit
Habits of highly effective people are
based on common sense, and to create a
habit, the following components are essential:Can habit be created?
Yes new habits can be created by dedication and practice, and it includes the fol-

lowing: We

are what we repeatedly do.

 Excellence,

then, is not an act, but a

habit.
 Habits

are learned and unlearned.

 We

are not the habits, hence we can
change them.

Meaning of Paradigm
Paradigm is a frame of reference, a model, perception, assumption or it is the
way we perceive, understand and accordingly interpret and judge things.
Paradigm Activity
In order to test our level of paradigm
two individual exercises were conducted
by Mr. Venkatesh Ashwin. For the first
exercise, we were given a document
which had two questions. The first question was to list down few paradigms that
we, as an individual, have that could be
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wrong. We were given some time to
think about it and write our paradigms
individually, and then few of us shared
our paradigm followed by the speaker
enlightened us with his views.
Then the second question was about
mentioning one thing that we should be
doing regularly, which we are not doing
now, and if we do that thing, it will enhance our effectiveness as an individual.
We wrote our point and shared it with
the speaker, and the speaker added
some valuable contributions to our
points.
For the second exercise we were given a
picture which we had to observe for few
seconds and interpret it. This was also
an individual activity. This activity was
mainly administered to know how an individual thinks and perceives, to know
the level of paradigm a person has.
The image is as follows
We had different views on this photo.
Few of us had an opinion that there is an
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old lady in the photo whereas others had
the opinion that there was a young girl
in this picture. We then came to know
that two sets of different photos were
given to us during the exercise, one
which had an old woman and another
that had a young girl. The main photo
included both the young girl and the old
lady.
So, from this activity, we came to know
that, how we see something depends on
our paradigm and our perceptions. We
were fixed to what we saw earlier, and
did not want to explore more keenly on
what really was in the main picture.
Conclusion
This was a very engaging and interesting
session. The speaker had immense
knowledge about the topic and he made
us involved in the session by making the
session very engaging. We learnt to know
more about our paradigm, and how we
can create a habit which can increase our
effectiveness as an individual.
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Vishnu Santosh


Winner

of

KPMG-UNICOM

Marketing Olympiad 2014.


Won

Campus

Southern Region

Champions
in CII- HR

quiz- Inquizzite 2014- We
were the only student team
from all over the country to qualify to the Na tional finals which was held at Taj
Mahal Hotel, Mumbai.


Won 3rd prize in Tata Mutual Fund Simply Finance Quiz-Regional Round -2014.



Winner of Rajagiri National Business Quiz -2014.



Runner-up in Bengaluru Regional Round of Tata Crucible- Campus Edition 2014.



Won first prize in Xceed- Kurukshetra Biz Quiz conducted by Anna University,
Chennai.



Won first prize in BizTech Quiz in the Christ University National Quiz Fest-2014.



Won 2nd prize in ET in Campus Quiz 2015 Bengaluru Regional Finals.



Won 4th Prize in Rajagiri National Business Quiz 2013.



Won 3rd prize in The Mint Checkpoint Quiz at IIM-Bengaluru.



Won 2nd prize in DRISHTI- India Vision 2020 in Christ University.



Won 1st prize in Business Quiz in Chrizellenz-2014. Won 1st prize and 3rd prize in Intra Deanery and Inter-Deanery Quiz in Blossoms 2013 in Christ University.
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Michelle D’costa
Since the commencement of MBA in Institute
of Management, in June 2013, these are my
achievements:
2013
 Released the third issue of my online maga-

zine ‘Alphabet and You’.
 A Poem and two stories published in The In-

dian Trumpet Magazine, UAE.
 Eight stories published in Hack writers Maga-

zine.
 Two stories and two poems published in

efiction India magazine.
 Story published in Forte- HR newsletter of

Institute of Management.
 Revamped the marketing blog of Institute of

Management. Wrote an article on ‘Celeb Ads’.
 Two Stories published in The Bactrian room.
 Runners up in CSR EVENT- SPECTRUM at

USHUS 2013(Intra).
 Interviewed for Mount Carmel College’s Jour-

nalism Department Newsletter- Vibes.
 Interviewed by an author and featured on

her website.
 Poem published in the Traveling Poet.
 Story published in Youth Diaries.
 Represented Institute

of Management at
XIME for Maria Philip Annual Debate Contest.

2014
 Poem published in Dead Snakes.
 Poem published by blind vigil revue.
 Poem published in Aatish magazine.
 Poem published in the Commonline Journal.
 Article on ‘Beauty’ published in IIT Kharag-

pur, Think Tank.

 Poem published in The Brown Boat.
 Featured as a poet in ‘Tuesdays with the

bard’ in urban solace café, Bengaluru.
 Poem got published in TCK anthology.
 Set National Record for most poems and sto-

ries published in India Book of records.
 Core committee member of HR event USHUS

2015.
 Finalist at IIM-B Vista 2014 Potpourri and

Bubble Rama.
 Conducted a Six-hat thinking session for HR

seniors.
 Core committee member of Forte.
 Creative team member of Pioneer.

2015
 Won first prize for flash fiction Saarang IIT

Madras 2015.
 Creative Writing Workshop to be conducted

in February 2015.
 Story published in Knowesis, NMIMS Banga-

lore.
 Presented a paper on ‘Creativity: A challenge

for knowledge workers’ in National HR Conference, Christ University March 2015 forthcoming in USHUS Management journal.
 Released the ninth issue of my online maga-

zine which contains work produced at the
creative writing workshop.
 Story published at The Bombay Review .

 Story published in ‘The Bombay Literary

Magazine.
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 Story published at The Bactrian Room.
 Story published at Hackwriters Magazine.
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Deepak Bhatia

an electronics and commu-

nication engineer by profession is a man of his word, a
man of honor. He started his career with Crompton
Greaves as an engineer trainee, worked for Bharti group, and brought a breakthrough in telecom terminals by importing corded and cordless phone in India. He
initiated the PROJECT BLACKBERRY and successfully brought the phone
to India, a break through. Apart from being a hard worker, he is a good decision maker, has excellent foresight, delegates responsibilities, creates opportunities for subordinates and is customer friendly. To sum up, a perfect business professional. Working with Technicolor, he is looking after the set-top box business in India.

Can you brief us about Technicolor ?
Technicolor is a French company
headquartered in Paris which provides technology support to media
and entertainment industry, operating
in India for past ten years. It is a B to B
company and our major customers
are Tata Sky, Airtel, Reliance, and
Hathway.
I am heading the division called Connected Home. It provides products
like set up boxes, modems and gateways to deliver data, telecom and
video services to the customer premises.

What were the challenges you faced
as a country head and how did you
overcome them ?
The key challenge was profitability as
the market in India is very competitive. At the time I joined this company, we were selling a wide range of
products which were also being sold
in European countries like U.S. Those
products were very expensive for the
Indian market. The uptake was not
there as customers were not happy
with having to pay more. The key
challenge was how to ‘Indianize’ to
meet the customer expectations locally.

In your view, what are the good qualities that a manager should possess ?

“

According to me the most important qualities would be a good
team player, good listener and he/she has to trust his team.

”
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What drives you as a professional ?

I get motivated by end achievement
and customer satisfaction.
Being French based company how Technicolor managed its cultural diversity ?

Well, it’s a big challenge as more
than 50% are non French. We have
certain set of rules regarding HR policies & practices which are across the
world, but we take care by adapting
rules according to local requirements. So, we are very careful about
every geography or market to respect its own intricacies.

CORPORATE INTERVIEW

How has the Modi wave affected your
company and what is your opinion on
the "Make in India" campaign ?

I think it’s a very good starting point
but it will take time before it finally
finds it feet and starts flying as a policy. I think it is a right policy for a country like ours with a large population,
we cannot be a purely service oriented economy. Manufacturing is a key
part and some of the countries like, if
you go to china, you can see that the
manufacturing contributes to nearly
50% of their economy whereas we are
missing it by 15 or 17 %.

In one of your interviews with Business Line, you said that the set up boxes would be
manufactured outside India. Why is it so even if India has a cheap workforce ?

Recalling the interview that you referred to, you know, there are two things related
to key workforce, one is the cheaper workforce and the other is the efficient workforce. So just because the workforce is cheaper, it doesn’t mean that the efficiency would be better overall. It’s not just the wages that are important but also the
wage per unit of production. The reason for not manufacturing set up boxes in India on a large scale is lack of raw materials suppliers based in India and of course
skilled labour.
What would you advise budding MBA's like us to succeed in our career ?

“

Well I think first of all, one needs to pursue areas of one’s interest. I think the

most important thing for me is that you should enjoy what you are doing in life.
So, in your MBA, you have your specializations and certain areas of your interest.
Please go for those areas, and please be very careful about selecting your areas
of specialization. Because that is going to lead you in your professional
life and later into your personal life.

”

What are your future career plans?

My own personal future path is to move up in the organization hierarchy
in Technicolor. I am currently in charge of the geography in India. The
next one would be probably Asia and then move into the global team.
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The Phoenix in the Indian Motorcycle Market
Prof. Rahul Gupta, Bipin Samuel T, Shyam Krishnan
Royal Enfield (RE) was the most recognized and admired motor cycle
brand in India. Enfield, any day differentiated itself from the competitors in terms of performance, engineering, looks and even by pricing.
The company sales declined and the
survival of the company was questioned. The year 2000 was decisive
for Eicher group as they were driven
to a situation, where they had to either shut down or sell off India’s
iconic motor cycle company. The
sales were only 2,000 units a month
compared to the installed plant capacity of 6,000
motorcycles.
Siddharth Lal discovered that, despite the
brand’s fan following, the motor cycle
division was bleeding. The customers
frequently
complained of engine
seizures, snapping
of the accelerator
or clutch cables, electrical failures
and oil leakages. Many found them
too bulky and heavy to handle, and
even balance. The vehicle had a high
crank weight due to the metal parts
used in it. It was difficult to maintain, and could not be used like any
other 100cc bikes in the market,
which were easy to service.
The two wheeler industry in India
can be divided into three broad categories: Motorcycles, Scooters and
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Mopeds. Over the last 2 decades, customer preferences have changed in favor of motorcycles and gearless scooterettes that score higher on technology, fuel economy and aesthetic appeal,
at the expense of metal-bodied geared
scooters and mopeds. The first decade
of 2000 also saw a change in consumer attitudes towards motorcycles, from
being a commuting vehicle to a leisure
biking experience.
A Cruiser is a style of motorcycle
which features a laid back posture, a
relaxed front fork angle, and an arms
and/or feet-forward
ri d i n g
po s i t i o n .
Apart from the minimal presence of certain models from
Yamaha and Bajaj,
the cruiser segment
in Indian market was
dominated by the
Royal Enfield motor
cycles.
In the year 1949, Bullet was launched in India, when
Madras Motors won an order from the
Indian army for the supply of motorcycles. In 1994, the ailing Enfield India
Company got a new lease of life when
Eicher group acquired the Enfield India
Company.
The revival plans of RE consisted of
altering the position of the gears and
design of a new engine. The Company
retained many of the old engine's characteristics like the long stroke, the sin-
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gle cylinder, the high capacity with
push rod mechanism. The new engine had 30 per cent fewer parts and
produced 30 per cent more power
than the old, with better fuel efficiency. The new models were affordably priced and distribution was expanded. The company stepped up
the marketing effort by launching
campaigns like ‘Leave Home’, ‘The
Himalayan Odyssey’, and ‘Tour to
Bhutan, all with the intent to enhance the brand’s recall and appeal
in the minds of its target audience.
The Royal Enfield Bullet Club plans
rides to share experiences of hardcore riders with their passion for riding, adventure trips and Royal Enfield Motorcycles.
Royal Enfield faces a multitude of
challenges going ahead ranging from
competition to profiling of buyers to
sizing of segments and so on.
But, for now, RE has turned around.

MARKETING


ABSTRACT

PJ’SSSS…..

You’re at a party and see a gorgeous girl.
You get up and straighten your tie, you
walk up to her and pour her a drink,
you open the door (of the car) for
her, pick up her bag after she drops
it, offer her ride and then say: ”By
the way, I’m rich. Will you “Marry
Me?”

– “That’s Public Relations…”


You’re at a party and see a gorgeous girl.
She walks up to you and says “You are very
rich!
“Can you marry me?”

– “That’s Brand Recognition. ..”


You see a gorgeous girl at a party. You go
up to her and say: “I am very rich. Marry
me!” She gives you a nice hard slap on your
face.

– “That’s Customer Feedback…”


You see a gorgeous girl at a party. You go
up to her and say: “I am very rich. Marry
me!” And she introduces you to her husband.

– “That’s demand and supply gap…”


You see a gorgeous girl at a party. You go
up to her and before you say anything, another person come and tell her: “I’m rich.
Will you marry me?” and she goes with him

– “That’s competition eating into
your market share…”


You see a gorgeous girl at a party. You go
up to her and before you say: “I’m rich,
Marry me!” your wife arrives.

– “That’s restriction for entering
new markets…”
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Big Data Analytics & Marketing
Akash Jaiswal | 1420302
Big data analytics is a new significant decision-making firepower with the business
leaders and marketers. It helps in development of better and advanced analytical
tools that explains correlation between big
data and the marketing field. Even though
the advanced analytical approaches provide the ability to increase growth and return on investment, organizations seem
to be staring at limited choices on offer.
Big Data analytics promises that marketers can analyze several points of information related to the digital purchase activity and behaviour without any personal
information being revealed. Marketers can
use the data provided by the analytical
reports of such information points, and
combine it with the knowledge of present
conditions of the marketing campaigns
and their mix (including all sorts of media
used) for specialized tailoring of the advertisements, target segments, positioning
of the product, etc., as per the requirements. The data can provide valuable information with better and smart choices
from the pool of marketing decisions for
advertisement budgeting, targeting segments and positioning of products.

The key challenge that any marketer
comes across is deciding the correct or
most beneficial marketing mix for advertisements such as television, social media,
billboard, print campaigns. Big data can
be used as a base for coming up with dynamic media-mix modeling along with
machine learning.
MARCH
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Historically,
marketers used analyzed reports of the variations in allocations
and one-time promotions, and observe how
those changes and variations affect their
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). However,
in the digital world, the paradigm of historical ways of functioning is flipped, focusing
marketers to rely on the complete picture
involving digital scoring of actions and effect on KPIs, heuristics such as Reach, Cost
and Quality (RCQ). It disaggregates each
touch point or points of information into its
component parts, number of target customers reached, cost per unique interactions
with customers, and the proposed or mediated advertisements, the quality of involvement and dedication etc.
Using the Big data, ‘advanced predictive analytics’ such as ‘attribution modeling’ and
‘marketing-mix modeling’ marketers can
now identify which sector of the audience
have been most responsive to an advertisement, and thus, using the same logarithm in
identifying and targeting the customers over
the internet on various e-commerce sites or
websites and portals, and present them the
same ads. With the proper and optimum
utilization of data along with development
of an effective algorithm can provide a concrete vision to marketers, that which advertisements would make a difference.
For instance, the company or organization
may find that television ads, digital ads,
print media ads and radio ads make up to
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80 percent of its marketing spending.
The observations from responses or
views, and the audience measurement data can be tracked and recorded simultaneously in such cases thus, providing a clear
path for Mix-Marketing modeling. On the
other hand, for pinpointing the activities
within broad categories such as display
pattern type, quality or search options
that are likely to get most conversions can
be obtained by the use of refined approaches such as Attribution modeling
under digital spending. The organization
then can use sponsorships and other advertising approaches for capturing the
non-TV watching target audiences using
heuristics analysis such as RCQ for monitoring the remaining 20 percent of its
spending.

effective follow up marketing strategies and
objectives the very next day.
Marketers can also use the tools of big data
analytics for minimizing the risks of frauds.
As of now, the KPIs are some metrics that
cannot be manipulated with ease or mimicked by a purchase such as fraudulent ads
showing up as effective as it could be. The
analytical approach based algorithm should
be able to allocate budget to advertising networks, that in turn, also avoid such fraudulent fake or bogus ads, and generate more
Key Performance Indicators. Such predictive analytics may also discover correlations
among the various categories of potential
buyers that would unlikely be observed by
human observations. We could conclude
therfore “advertisement is all about correlations”.

Marketers can use the major benefits of
predictive analytics such as immediacy
for online outcomes on a frequent period
basis. Online and real time monitoring
and tracking of KPIs can be analyzed by
analytics firms to recommend the most
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Marketing Disasters
Mathew Maniyamkott
This ad was widely printed
in Europe by the Hong Kong
Tourism Board in 2003 touting
Hong Kong as a place that
would ‘take your breath away’.
This was at a time when SARS
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome), a new and deadly strain
of pneumonia had spread, and
to make matters worse, its main
symptom was shortness of
breath.
On realizing the mistake, the ad
was immediately removed by
the authorities saying that this
was conceived before the SARS
outbreak.

On watching this commercial of Coca Cola, what would one assume? A terribly
tired man gulps Coke and regains his stamina and is even able to run.
When the advertisers of Coke went to the Middle East to promote it as a refreshing
drink, they had no idea that it would turn out to be a disaster in the making. Remember
your marketing teacher would have told you how Region Specific Marketing is an important ingredient
in marketing? The
advertisers at Coke
cared two hoots
about it and had to
pay the price. You
may ask why?

Here is your answer: “The Arabians in the Middle East are taught to read from the right
to left side”. So, what they interpreted was that a man with the energy to sprint collapses on drinking Coke.
Source: http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/crime/hong-kongs-untimely-tourism-campaign
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MARKETING
1.

The company was founded in 1910 in Japan. The company was coined from two kanji characters meaning
“Sun” and “Rise”. Identify the company.
Which company’s mobile phones are marketed with the
slogan “Big inside. Small outside.”
Which is the US brand of Coffee that TATA coffee acquired for $220 Million ?
Which is the world’s first credit card ?
Which famous logo was designed by Carolyn Davidson
in 1971 for just 2 dollars an hour.?
Which cricketer has signed on to endorse for KFC?
Horlicks is a product of ________ .
Taglines of which firms?
i.
Don’t dream it. Drive it.
ii.
It’s everywhere you want to be.
iii. Between love and madness, lies obsession.
iv. Quality in everything we do.
v.
The world’s networking company.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

CEOs of the following firms?

SEE ANS WE RS IN THE END
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QUIZ

CUIM photography

When words become unclear, I shall focus with
“
photographs. When images become inadequate, I shall
be content with silence.

”

- Ansel Adams

Photography is more than a medium for factual
“
communication of ideas. It is a creative art.
”
- Ansel Adams

Such is the power of photography. This section witnesses
some beautifully captured pictures by our Christites
which hold the moment still, and offer an infinite variety
of perceptions.

Photographed by Nithin S K
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You miss 100% of the shot you don't take !

Photographed by Shruthi Nair

Colours That Move You, Doves With The Wings of Colour.

Photographed by Nazim Zaheer
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CUIM photography

"Look deep into
nature and then
you'll understand
everything
better"- Albert Einstein
This image portrays the natural
beauty of the
campus, signifying,
how
important is the
natural environment for a student's development mentally, and closeness towards the nature tend
to make him/her more human, and with a peaceful mind for better thinking and better learning.
Photographed by Rehaan Ashraf at Kengeri Campus

Crowd That Mesmerize, Diversity At Its Best During The Ethnic Day.
Photographed by Nazim Zaheer
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Beauty in what you see is the way you feel. Attached to it - Bandstand is a place where lots of
hearts are fixed and broken at the same time, lot of birthday celebrations and its after effects
remains as memories for life long.
Photographed by Nithin A

Lush green
Kengeri campus at its best.

Photographed
by
Pranav Kapil
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CUIM photography

DJ Rajan At His Best... As Always

Photographed by Nazim Zaheer
during Chrizelenz 2015

The pompousness of student life lies in the extravagance of free expression. And, besides all
the puppetry she wonders, if there ever could
have been any silence to
fill in for.

Photographed by Anjali
during Proscenium 2015
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The view of the amazing cityscape complemented by the darks clouds tells us monsoon is here.

Photographed by Rajdeep Dutta

Lumen Sequere - Follow The Light.
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Photographed by Dhruv Verma
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CUIM photography

"Happiness can be found even in the
darkest of times, if only one remembers to turn on the light – Albus
Dumbledore"

Photographed by Himanshu Chauhan
during Christmas at City Campus

Administration, well everyone can squeeze in time for a selfie.

Photographed by Himanshu Chauhan during Cantata 2015
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Place where people share their thoughts and emotions, and also enjoy the meal. "South Cafeteria", it is.

Photographed by Nancy Appi

Wherever there is light and smoke, one can
photograph.

Photographed by Himanshu Chauhan during
Cantata 2015
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CUIM photography

Music does connect people.

Photographed by Nancy Appi

Christmas time at Devadan Hall, Kengeri Campus.
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Photographed by Pristin Prince
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The world is in color, you have to work at black and white.

Photographed by Himanshu Chauhan at Kengeri Campus

Girls do look fabulous in the Indian Attire.

Photographed by Nancy Appi during Ethnic Day
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ANSWERS

OPERATIONS CROSSWORD page 31
Across
1.

Artificial intelligence

2.

Kanban

3.

Muda

Down

OPERATIONS QUIZ page 32
1.

Indented Parts List

2.

Value Analysis

3.

Predictive Maintenance

4.

Shortest Processing time

5.

Six Sigma

6.

Reliability

7.

Strategic ,tactical and Operational decision

8.

Mean Absolute Deviation

9.

DMAIC(Define, Measure, Analyse,
Improve, Control) DMADV(Define,
Measure, Analyse, Design, Verify)

1.

Six sigma

2.

Supply

3.

Data warehouse

4.

Manufacturing

5.

Data mining

6.

Metadata

10. Performance, Availability, Quality

7.

Cross docking

11. Bull-Whip Effect

8.

Supply chain

12. Cross docking

9.

Production

13. Value Stream Mapping

10. Analytics

14. Deming’s Prize
15. Takt Time
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ANSWERS

factory in the US also visited the self service
grocery chain Piggly Wiggly in the US. Here
he found a functional Just in time programme in practice. This inspired him to
introduce the JIT system to manufacturing.
This is the reason JIT is also referred to as the
"Supermarket method".

FINANCE QUIZ page 36
1. The Rocket Internet. It is one of the
world's largest e-commerce-focused
start-up incubators, founded in 2007 by
the Samwer brothers.
2. "GAFA is an acronym for the brands
Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple. They prove that the design of desirable experiences can allow a company,
having diversified businesses in a number
of sectors, to reap profits successfully.
GAFA brands also share an identifiable
trait, a log-in that provides access to a personalized ecosystem of offerings within a
single branded space."

10. “Dude”

MARKETING QUIZ page 94
1.

HITACHI

2.

SAMSUNG

3.

EIGHT o CLOCK COFFEE

3. Economic Moat. It was coined by Warren Buffet.

4.

DINERS CLUB

5.

NIKE SWOOSH

4. Fairlife is the product of a joint venture formed by Coca-Cola and dairy coop Select Milk Producers. This will be
Coke's first milk brand.

6.

MUTHAIYA MURLIDHARAN

7.

SMITH KLEIN BEECHAM

8.

Taglines of which firms

5. Stepney Tyres

6. The Singles Day. It is celebrated on November 11 (11/11) and this date was
chosen for the connection between singles and the number '1'.
7. Adobe. Adobe Creek is a southwardflowing stream in Sonoma County, California, which ran behind the houses of
both of the company's founders. Adobe's corporate logo, featuring the stylised
"A", was designed by Marva Warnock,
wife of John Warnock, who is also a
graphic designer.

8. Maruti Suzuki Ertiga. Tiga in Indonesian
means 3.
9. Visual No.1 is the mascot for the Piggly
Wiggly supermarket and second visual is
Toyota motor corporations old hood ornament. In 1950, Taaichi Ohno, an executive from Toyota on a visit to the Ford
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9.

i.

Jaguar
it.

Don’t dream it. Drive

ii.

It’s everywhere you want to be.
VISA

iii.

Calvin Klein Between love and
madness lies obsession.

iv.

Ernst & Young
thing we do.

v.

AT&T The world’s networking
company.

Quality in every-

CEO’s
i.

McDonalds – Donald Thompson

ii.

Intel – Brian Krzanich

iii.

Harley- Davidson - Keith E. Wandell

iv.

Zara – Pablo Isla

v.

Porsche - Matthias Müller
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